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Introduction
Oriented Riemannian geometry in dimension 4 has some special features coming from
the action of the Hodge operator. The consequent decomposition of the Weyl
conformal curvature tensor gives rise to the notion of self-dual Riemannian
4-manifolds, and this allows to establish the Penrose twistor construction with its
remarkable link with 3-dimensional complex geometry [1]. The twistor correspondence
has been extended to quaternion and quaternion Ka¨hler manifolds M4n, n ≥ 2 [29],
[23], and several motivations lead today to recognize that self-dual Einstein metrics
(SDE) are for n = 1 the most appropriate choice for the quaternion Ka¨hler condition.
One of these motivations comes from the Galicki - Lawson quotient construction in
[13] and [14]. Namely the reduction procedure of a quaternion Ka¨hler metric leads
automatically to a SDE metric when the quotient has real dimension 4. The classical
theorem by N. Hitchin in [17] reduced to S4 and CP2 the only compact SDE smooth
Riemannian manifolds with positive scalar curvature s > 0. However, there are several
examples of 4−dimensional SDE orbifolds O4 with s > 0. In order to construct these
examples, quaternion Ka¨hler and 3−Sasakian reduction techniques are currently the
most powerful tools.
For any quaternion Ka¨hler manifold M4n of positive scalar curvature s > 0, the
following diagram of fibrations is consistent with the reduction construction:
III
IV
HyperKa¨hlerian−Cone
C(S4n+3)
Twistors Z4n+2 S
4n+3 3−Sasakian
Bundle
M
4n
Quaternion−Ka¨hler
❄
H∗
✟
✟
✟
✟✙
C∗ ❍❍
❍❍❥
R∗
❍
❍
❍
❍❥S2
✛ S
1
✟
✟
✟
✟✙ SO(3)
Consider an isometric action of a group G on the 3−Sasakian manifold S4n+3, then we
can define the 3−Sasakian moment map µS : S
4n+3 → (LieG)∗ × R3 ∼= g∗ × R3. If we
assume both that 0 is a regular value of µS and G acts freely on µ
−1
S
(0) ⊂ S4n+3 then
the quotient µ−1
S
(0)/G is a smooth 3−Sasakian manifold of dimension 4(n− dim g) + 3.
Under some technical hypotheses we can reproduce this kind of construction on each
space involved in the fibrations
S
4n+3 → Z4n+2 →M4n, (1)
then, the mentioned reduction construction can be carried out.
Now, we give an example of U(1)−quotient reduction. The diagram below describes
all the homogeneous circle quotients given by the U(1) left multiplication on Hn+1 (
U(1)×Hn+1 ∋ (ρ,u) 7→ ρu ∈ Hn+1). Then we have
Hn+1\{0}
U(1)
=⇒ N
R+ ւ ցC
∗ t(C) ւ ցt(R)
S4n+3
yH∗ CP2n+1 U(1)=⇒ Z
yt(H) S,
ց ւ ց ւ
HPn
U(1)
=⇒ Gr2(C
n+1)
(2)
where S = U(n+1)
U(n−1)×U(1)
, N = C(S), Z = U(n+1)
U(n−1)×U(1)×U(1)
and t(F) := F
∗
Z2
,F = R,C,H.
VActions of tori T n−1Θ ⊂ Sp(n+ 1), with weight matrix Θ, on the Hopf fibration
S4n+3 → CP2n+1 → HPn, (3)
produce quotients like:
S
7 → Z6 → O4, (4)
where O4 is a compact SDE orbifold with positive scalar curvature s > 0. Now, we
give some details about this kind of actions and the related reduction constructions,
then we state two remarkable results which involve these facts. By varying the integer
matrix of weights
Θ :=

a11 a
1
2 . . . a
1
n+1
a21 a
2
2 . . . a
2
n+1
...
...
. . .
...
an−11 a
n−1
2 . . . a
n−1
n+1
 ∈Mn−1×n+1(Z), (5)
we get different actions of tori T n−1Θ
∼=
n−1 times︷ ︸︸ ︷
S1 × S1 × . . . S1 on HPn. In particular, one can
act with T n−1Θ by left multiplication on the quaternionic vector column u = (u1, u2, . . . ,
un, un+1) ∈ H
n+1 by a diagonal matrix
B(Θ) :=

∏n−1
α=1 τ
aα1
α . . . 0
...
. . .
...
0 . . .
∏n−1
α=1 τ
aαn+1
α
 , (6)
where (τ1, . . . , τn−1) ∈ S
1 × . . .× S1 ∼= T n−1Θ . Choices of admissible weight matrices Θ
produce quotient of S4n+3 that are smooth 7−dimensional 3−Sasakian manifolds
M7(Θ). The corrisponding quaternion Ka¨hler quotients give orbifolds O4(Θ). This
costruction allows to prove:
Theorem 0.1 (Boyer-Galicki-Mann-Rees, 1998) There exist compact, T 2− symmetric,
self dual Einstein orbifolds (O4, h) of positive scalar curvature s > 0 with arbitrary
second Betti number. 
VI
The following inverse statement holds:
Theorem 0.2 (Bielawski, 1999; Calderbank-Singer, 2006) Let (O4, g) be a compact SDE
orbifold with positive scalar curvature s > 0 and two commuting Killing vector fields.
Then (O4, g) can be obtained as quotient of HPn by the action of a torus T n−1Θ .
Let us consider another interesting weighted action of the torus T kΘ ⊂ SO(n+ 1) ⊂
Sp(n+ 1) on Hn+1, where k := [n+1
2
], defined by a 2× 2 block diagonal matrix A(Θ)
A(θ1) 0 . . . 0
0 A(θ2) . . . 0
...
...
. . .
...
0 0 . . . A(θk)
 or

1 0 . . . 0
0 A(θ1) . . . 0
...
...
. . .
...
0 0 . . . A(θk)
 . (7)
(according to wheter n is even or odd), and Aα := A(θα) =
(
cos θα sin θα
−sin θα cos θα
)
,
where θα =
∑n
l=1 a
α
l tl, tl ∈ [0, 2π), and the integer weights a
α
l are contained in Θ.
Moreover, we can obtain another natural quotient by using the action of Sp(1) via left
multiplication on S4n+3 ⊂ Hn+1 and HPn:
Hn+1 ⊇ S4n+3
Sp(1)
=⇒ SO(n+1)
SO(n−3)×Sp(1)
SO(3))
−→
Gr4(Rn+1):=︷ ︸︸ ︷
SO(n+ 1)
SO(n− 3)× SO(4)
.
(8)
As we will see in a moment, these quotients can be used to obtain 4−dimensional SDE
orbifolds. In fact, if we assume n = 6, the Sp(1)−quotient is the 12−dimensional
Gr4(R
7), and a further quotient is provided by the following statement.
Theorem 0.3 (Kobak-Swann, 1993) The diagonal subgroup
U(1) ⊂ U(3) ⊂ SO(7), (9)
acts on Gr4(R
7) and the quaternionic Ka¨hler is an 8−dimensional, compact, SDE orb-
ifold Z3\G2/SO(4). 
VII
Together with the corrisponding 3−Sasakian quotient, this gives [20]:
S27
Sp(1)
=⇒
S
15∼=︷ ︸︸ ︷
SO(7)
SO(3)× Sp(1)
U(1)
=⇒ Z3\G2/Sp(1).
↓S3 SO(3) ↓ SO(3) ↓
HP6
Sp(1)
=⇒
SO(7)
SO(3)× SO(4)︸ ︷︷ ︸
∼=Gr4(R7)
U(1)
=⇒ Z3\G2/SO(4)
(10)
The above quotient construction admits interesting generalizations. In fact, the
construction in (10) can be ”deformed” by introducing weights for the U(1)−action in
theorem 0.3 [19], and these weighted actions provide new examples of quotient
orbifolds. Namely, consider the weighted action of T 1Ω
∼= U(1) ⊂ SO(7) or T 2Ω
∼= U(1)×
U(1) ⊂ SO(7) on S27 ⊂ H7, where Ω is either:
(
p1 p2 p3
)
∈M1×3(Z), or
(
p1 p2 p3
q1 q2 q3
)
∈M2×3(Z). (11)
Then, according to the definitions given in (5) and (7), we have:
Aα := A(ωα) =
(
cos ωα sin ωα
−sin ωα cos ωα
)
∈ U(1), (12)
where ωα is either pαt or pαt+ qαs with t, s ∈ [0, 2π), α ∈ {1, 2, 3}, and the matrix:
A(Ω) =

1 0 0 0
0 A(ω1) 0 0
0 0 A(ω2) 0
0 0 0 A(ω3).
 ∈ SO(7), (13)
acts on S27 ⊂ H7 by rotating pairs of quaternionic coordinates (u2α, u2α+1), α ∈ {1,
2, 3}. The following result holds
Theorem 0.4 (Boyer-Galicki-Piccinni, 2002) Consider the sphere S27 ⊂ H7, then we
have:
VIII
a) for any non zero triple of weights Ω = (p1, p2, p3) ∈ Z
3 there is an isometric action
of Sp(1)× T 1Ω on the sphere S
27 ⊂ H7. If 0 < p1 < p2 < p3 with gcd(p1 ± p2, p1 ± p3) =
1, then the Hopf fibration S27 → HP6 gives as quotient
S27 → CP13 → HP6
⇓ ⇓ ⇓
M11 → Z10 → O8(Ω)
(14)
where M11 is a smooth 3−Sasakian manifold and O8(Ω) its quaternion Ka¨hler leaf
orbifold.
b) Let Ω ∈M2×3(Z) be such that each of its 2× 2 minor determinants ∆αβ does not
vanish. Assume their sum does not vanish and that none of these three determinants is
equal to the sum of the other two. Then the quaternionic Ka¨hler quotient of HP6 by
G = Sp(1)× T 2Ω is a compact SDE 4−dimensional orbifold with positive scalar
curvature s > 0 and with a 1−dimensional group of isometries. 
We denote by O4(Ω) the orbifolds obtained as quotient by the action of G = Sp(1)×
T 2Ω on S
27 ⊂ H7.
First examples of compact self-dual Einstein 4−orbifolds of positive scalar curvature
were constructed by Galicky and Lawson via quotient reduction similarly to those
obtained as symplectic quotients in [14]. Currently, known examples of such orbifolds
can be divided in three groups:
(a) The SO(3)-invariant, cohomogeneity one orbifold metric on S4 discovered by
Hitchin [18].
(b) T 2−invariant toric orbifolds metrics constructed by Boyer, Galicki, Mann and Rees
[10] ( Theorems 0.1, 0.2) as quaternionic Ka¨hler quotients
(c) S1−invariant orbifold metrics of: Galicki-Nitta [15], Boyer-Galicki-Piccinni [9] and
the ones we describe in this thesis.
IX
We indicate as compact positive toric self-dual 4−orbifolds (O, g) the orbifolds
obtained as a quaternion-Ka¨hler reduction of some HPn via an action of some
(n− 1)-torus subgroup of Sp(n+ 1). Note that, the orbifolds mentioned in theorem 0.1
and 0.2 are toric, instead the ones in theorem 0.3 and 0.4 are not toric. Galicki and
Nitta [15] gave the first examples of compact positive self-dual 4−orbifolds which are
not toric. In particular, they constructed one of these examples for each non-Abelian
subgroup of Sp(1). The examples provided by theorem 0.4 are not toric but they are
very different from those one of Galicki and Nitta [15], in fact in the former case all the
orbifold uniformazing groups are Abelian.
The starting point of this thesis is to note that actions of the type described in
theorem 0.4 can be considered on any quaternion-Ka¨hler Grassmannian ( look at
diagrams (8) and (10))
Gr4(R
n+1) ∼=
SO(n+ 1)
SO(n− 3)× SO(4)
, (15)
whose real dimension is 4(n− 3). Therefore to end up in dimension 4 a (n− 4)−
dimensional torus is needed. Since the maximal torus in SO(n+ 1) has dim = [n+1
2
], in
order to be able to consider such an action with weights we need
n− 4 <
[
n + 1
2
]
. (16)
This gives, according to whether n+ 1 is even or odd
n− 4 <
n+ 1
2
or n− 4 <
n
2
,
i. e.
n < 9
(n+ 1 even)
or
n < 8.
(n + 1 odd)
(17)
Thus the only possible cases are
Gr4(R
6) ∼= Gr2(C
4), Gr4(R
7), and Gr4(R
8). (18)
The first two cases in (18) have been examined in [10] and [9], respectively.
XThe present thesis is essentially devoted to the third case and to its comparison with
the orbifolds construction in [9].
We describe now the main results obtained. Consider the Grassmannian Gr4(R
8),
acted on isometrically by a 3− torus T 3Θ ⊂ T
4 ⊂ SO(8) ⊂ Sp(8), where Θ is a weight
matrix of the type defined in (7). Equivalently, consider the action of G := Sp(1)× T 3Θ
⊂ Sp(8) on the the sphere S31 ⊂ H8, where Sp(1) acts by left multiplication and the
T 3Θ−action is defined via the matrices
A(Θ) =

A1(t, s, r) 0 0 0
0 A2(t, s, r) 0 0
0 0 A3(t, s, r) 0
0 0 0 A4(t, s, r)
 ∈ T 4,
where
Aα = Aα(t, s, r) =
(
cos(pαt+ qαs+ lαr) sin(pαt+ qαs+ lαr)
−sin(pαt+ qαs+ lαr) cos(pαt+ qαs+ lαr)
)
.
(19)
and the weights are collected in the matrix
Θ :=

p1 p2 p3 p4
q1 q2 q3 q4
l1 l2 l3 l4
 . (20)
We prove in this thesis the following statements, referred to as theorems A, . . . , F .
Theorem A Let Θ ∈M3×4(Z) be a non null integral matrix, such that each of its
3× 3 minor determinants
∆αβγ :=
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
pα qα lα
pβ qβ lβ
pγ qγ lγ
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ , 1 ≤ α < β < γ ≤ 4, (21)
XI
does not vanish. Moreover, suppose that these minor determinants ∆αβγ are such that,
the further determinants
1±2

1±4
1±3 :=
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
p1 ± p2 q1 ± q2 l1 ± l2
p1 ± p3 q1 ± q3 l1 ± l3
p1 ± p4 q1 ± q4 l1 ± l4
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ , (22)
are all non zero. Then for each such a matrix Θ which satisfies these properties, there
exists a compact SDE 4−dimensional orbifold O4(Θ) with positive scalar curvature and
a 1−dimensional group of isometries.
Recall that the twistor space Z6(Θ) is the S2 bundle over the riemannian orbifold
O4(Θ) that parametrizes its local almost complex structures. Consider the group
G˜ := G× U(1) = T 3Θ × Sp(1)× U(1), which is a subgroup, up to the central Z/2, of
Sp(8) · Sp(1) ⊂ SO(32) = Isom(S31). Then, look at the action of G˜ on N(Θ) =
µ−1(0) ∩ ν−1(0) ( where µ and ν are the moment maps of Sp(1) and T 3Θ, respectively)
Φ : T 3Θ × Sp(1)× U(1)×N(Θ) −→ N(Θ),(
(A(Θ), λ, ρ); (z, w)
)
7−→ Φ
(
(A(Θ), λ, ρ)
)(
(z, w)
)
,
where
Φ
(
(A(Θ), λ, ρ)
)(
(z, w)
)
:= A(Θ)λ
(
z
w
)
ρ.
(23)
Here we have identified C8 × C8 ∼= H8 by using the relation uα = zα + jwα ∈ C
2 × C2
for each α ∈ {1, . . . , 8} and (z, w) := u = (u1, u2, . . . , u7, u8) ∈ H
8. The twistor space
Z6(Θ) will be thought as the leaf space of the G˜−action on the manifold N(Θ). By
considering together the singular locus of the 3− Sasakian orbifold M7(Θ) and the
singular locus of the twistor space Z6(Θ), we give the following descriptions of the
singularities of the quaternion Ka¨hler orbifold O4(Θ).
Theorem B Let Z6(Θ) be the twistor space over the SDE orbifold O4(Θ). Then,
depending on the minor determinants ∆αβγ and
1±2

1±3
1±4, the singular locus Σ(Θ) of
Z6(Θ) consists of
XII
1) one isolated 2−sphere S2, whose isotropy, up to the non effective subgroup, only
depends on one of the determinants 1±21±31±4;
2) eleven disjoint 2−spheres S2. These are obtained from the following G˜−strata (
with respect to the action of G˜ on H8 )
a)
=
S1234 := G˜ ·
{(
z1 z2 z3 z4 z5 z6 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 w7 w8
)}
,
b)
=
S1243 := G˜ ·
{(
z1 z1 z3 z4 0 0 z7 z8
0 0 0 0 w5 w6 0 0
)}
,
c)
=
S1342 := G˜ ·
{(
z1 z2 0 0 z5 z6 z7 z8
0 0 w3 w4 0 0 0 0
)}
,
d)
=
S2341 := G˜ ·
{(
0 0 z3 z4 z5 z6 z7 z8
w1 w2 0 0 0 0 0 0
)}
.
e)
=
S1234 := G˜ ·
{(
z1 z2 z3 z4 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 w5 w6 w7 w8
)}
,
f)
=
S1423 := G˜ ·
{(
z1 z1 0 0 0 0 z7 z8
0 0 w3 w4 w5 w6 0 0
)}
,
g)
=
S1234 := G˜ ·
{(
z1 z2 0 0 z5 z6 0 0
0 0 w3 w4 0 0 w7 w8
)}
.
(24)
Each of these strata intersects N(Θ) and
=
Sαβγδ ∩N(Θ) is formed by two connected
components which gives two S˜ strata for the G˜−action on N(Θ). Instead, each of the
=
Sαβγδ ∩N(Θ) is connected and provides exactly one strata S˜ of N(Θ). Moreover, we
have that S˜/G˜ ∼= S2 and for each of the 2− spheres linked to one of
=
Sαβγδ the isotropy
only depends on one of the minor determinants ±∆αβγ, for the remaining cases the
isotropy dipends on a linear combination of ∆αβγ;
3) three sets of points such that, for each of them, the respective points are joined by
one of the 2−spheres S2 ∼=
=
Sαβαγ ∩N(Θ)
/
G˜. Each of these sets consists at most of four
points.
XIII
In the case when some of the minor determinants ∆αβγ and
1±2

1±3
1±4 assumes values
±1 or when the isotropy, associated to some of the points mentioned in 3), vanishes,
then the singular locus Σ(Θ) is obtained by removing from the above list the sets whose
isotropy depends on the mentioned determinants. 
Theorem C The singular points of the 3−Sasakian orbifold M7(Θ) come from the
singular strata S˜ of N(Θ), which are obtained by intersecting N(Θ) with the following
G−strata S of H8, and the ones which can be obtained by changing (w′1, w
′
2) with
(w′′1 , w
′′
2):
a) S1234 :=
{(
z1 z2 z3 z4 z5 z6 z7 z8
w′1 w
′
2 w
′
3 w
′
4 w
′
5 w
′
6 w
′
7 w
′
8
)}
,
b) S1234 :=
{(
z1 z2 z3 z4 z5 z6 z7 z8
w′1 w
′
2 w
′
3 w
′
4 w
′
5 w
′
6 w
′′
7 w
′′
8
)}
,
c) S1243 :=
{(
z1 z2 z3 z4 z5 z6 z7 z8
w′1 w
′
2 w
′
3 w
′
4 w
′′
5 w
′′
6 w
′
7 w
′
8
)}
,
d) S1342 :=
{(
z1 z2 z3 z4 z5 z6 z7 z8
w′1 w
′
2 w
′′
3 w
′′
4 w
′
5 w
′
6 w
′
7 w
′
8
)}
,
e) S1234 :=
{(
z1 z2 z3 z4 z5 z6 z7 z8
w′1 w
′
2 w
′
3 w
′
4 w
′′
5 w
′′
6 w
′′
7 w
′′
8
)}
,
f) S1324 :=
{(
z1 z2 z3 z4 z5 z6 z7 z8
w′1 w
′
2 w
′′
3 w
′′
4 w
′
5 w
′
6 w
′′
7 w
′′
8
)}
,
g) S1423 :=
{(
z1 z2 z3 z4 z5 z6 z7 z8
w′1 w
′
2 w
′′
3 w
′′
4 w
′′
5 w
′′
6 w
′
7 w
′
8
)}
,
h) S1234 :=
{(
z1 z2 z3 z4 z5 z6 z7 z8
w′1 w
′
2 w
′′
3 w
′′
4 w
′′
5 w
′′
6 w
′′
7 w
′′
8
)}
,
(25)
XIV
where
(w′2α−1, w
′
2α) :=
eiδ
sinϕ
(
− z2α + iz2α−1 cos ϕ, z2α−1 + iz2α cos ϕ
)
,
and
(w′′2α−1, w
′′
2α) :=
eiδ
sinϕ
(
− z2α − iz2α−1 cos ϕ, z2α−1 − iz2α cos ϕ
)
,
(26)
we can suppose sinϕ 6= 0. Here, the element λ = ǫ+ jσ ∈ Sp(1) is written as ǫ =
cos θ + i(sin θcos ϕ) and σ = sin θsinϕcos δ + i(sin θsinϕsin δ). Then, each stratum S
in (25) generates a singular point
(
S ∩N(Θ)
)
/G ∈M7(Θ) whose isotropy only depends
on one of the minor determinants 1±21±31±4. 
By referring to the orbifolds O4(Ω) constructed in [9] we prove also:
Theorem D Let Z6(Ω) be the twistor space over the SDE orbifold O4(Ω). Then,
depending on the minor determinants ∆αβ and 
1±2
1±3 the singular locus Σ(Ω) ⊂ Z
6(Ω)
consists of
1) one isolated 2−sphere S2, whose isotropy, up to divide by the non effective sugroup,
only depends on one of the determinants 1±21±3;
2) six points. These come from the following strata ( respect to the action of G˜ on H7)
XV
a) +
=
S123 := G˜ ·
{(
0 z2 z3 z4 z5 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 w6 iw6
)}
,
b) −
=
S123 := G˜ ·
{(
0 z2 z3 z4 z5 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 w6 −iw6
)}
,
c) +
=
S132 := G˜ ·
{(
0 z2 z3 0 0 z6 z7
0 0 0 w4 iw4 0 0
)}
,
d) −
=
S132 := G˜ ·
{(
0 z2 z3 0 0 z6 z7
0 0 0 w4 −iw4 0 0
)}
,
e) +
=
S231 := G˜ ·
{(
0 0 0 z4 z5 z6 z7
0 w2 iw2 0 0 0 0
)}
,
f) −
=
S231 := G˜ ·
{(
0 0 0 z4 z5 z6 z7
0 w2 −iw2 0 0 0 0
)}
.
(27)
Each of these strata intersects the submanifold N(Ω). Then, the G˜−strata of N(Ω) are
given by S˜αβγ :=
±
=
Sαβγ ∩N(Ω) and each of the quotients
±
=
Sαβγ ∩N(Ω)
G˜
, (28)
is a point ( here G˜ = Sp(1)× T 2Ω × U(1) ). Moreover, for each of these points the
isotropy only depends on one of the the minor determinants ±∆αβ.
In the case when some of the minor determinants ∆αβ and 
1±2
1±3 assume values ±1,
the singular locus Σ(Ω) can be obtained by removing from the above list the singular
sets whose isotropy depends on one of the mentioned determinants. 
Theorem E The singular points of the 3−Sasakian orbifold M7(Ω) come from the
singular strata S˜ of N(Ω), which are obtained by intersecting N(Ω) with the following
G−strata S of H7 ( here G = T 2Ω × Sp(1))
XVI
a) S123 :=
{(
0 z2 z3 z4 z5 z6 z7
0 w˜2 w˜3 w˜4 w˜5 w˜6 w˜7
)}
,
b) S123 :=
{(
0 z2 z3 z4 z5 z6 z7
0 w˜2 w˜3 w˜4 w˜5
≈
w6
≈
w7
)}
,
c) S132 :=
{(
0 z2 z3 z4 z5 z6 z7
0 w˜2 w˜3
≈
w4
≈
w5 w˜6 w˜7
)}
,
d) S231 :=
{(
0 z2 z3 z4 z5 z6 z7
0
≈
w2
≈
w3 w˜4 w˜5 w˜6 w˜7
)}
,
e) S123 :=
{(
0 z2 z3 z4 z5 z6 z7
0 w˜2 w˜3
≈
w4
≈
w5
≈
w6
≈
w7
)}
,
f) S213 :=
{(
0 z2 z3 z4 z5 z6 z7
0
≈
w2
≈
w3 w˜4 w˜5
≈
w6
≈
w7
)}
,
g) S312 :=
{(
0 z2 z3 z4 z5 z6 z7
0
≈
w2
≈
w3
≈
w4
≈
w5 w˜6 w˜7
)}
,
h) S123 :=
{(
0 z2 z3 z4 z5 z6 z7
0
≈
w2
≈
w3
≈
w4
≈
w5
≈
w6
≈
w7
)}
,
(29)
where
(w˜2α, w˜2α+1) :=
eiδ
sinϕ
(
− z2α+1 + iz2α cos ϕ, z2α + iz2α+1cos ϕ
)
,
and
(
≈
w2α,
≈
w2α+1) :=
eiδ
sinϕ
(
− z2α+1 − iz2αcos ϕ, z2α − iz2α+1cos ϕ
)
,
(30)
with sinϕ 6= 0. Moreover, the isotropy associated to the G−strata in (29) only depends
on the determinants 1±21±3. 
By comparing theorems B,C,D and E we conclude:
Theorem F The SDE orbifolds O4(Ω) and O4(Θ) give rise to distinct families at the
twistor and 3−Sasakian level. 
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Chapter 1
The Quotient Orbifolds O4(Θ)
As mentioned in the introduction, this thesis presents new examples of compact
orbifolds O4(Θ) which admit a self-dual Einstein metric of positive curvature s > 0
with a one-dimensional group of isometries. We refer to the articles by S.Salamon, C.
Boyer and K. Galicki, C. Le Brun [24] for all preliminary notions on quaternionic
Ka¨hler, 3−Sasakian and 4−dimensional Einstein Manifolds and for the related
quotient constructions we are going to use throughout the present work.
In this chapter we construct these examples as quaternionic Ka¨hler reduction of the
Grassmannian Gr4(R
8) by an isometric action of a 3−torus T 3Θ ⊂ T
4 ⊂ SO(8) ⊂ Sp(8)
where Θ is a weight matrix. The starting point is to revisit a quotient construction by
Kobak-Swann in the context of 3−Sasakian geometry. We are going to examine the
action of T 3Θ × Sp(1) ⊂ Sp(8) on the sphere S
31 ⊂ H8 via left multiplication. Then we
get the following 3-Sasakian and quaternion Ka¨hler quotients
S31
Sp(1)
=⇒
S
15∼=︷ ︸︸ ︷
SO(8)
SO(4)× Sp(1)
T 3Θ=⇒ M7(Θ).
S3 ↓ SO(3) ↓ SO(3) ↓
HP7
Sp(1)
=⇒
SO(8)
SO(4)× SO(4)︸ ︷︷ ︸
∼=Gr4(R8)
T 3Θ=⇒ O4(Θ)
(1.1)
We will prove the following statement ( Theorem A of the introduction).
1
2Theorem 1.1 Let Θ ∈M3×4 be integral 3× 4 matrix Θ such that each of its four
3× 3 minor determinants
∆αβγ :=
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
pα qα lα
pβ qβ lβ
pγ qγ lγ
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ , 1 ≤ α < β < γ ≤ 4, (1.2)
does not vanish. In addition we suppose that the ∆αβγ are such that also the minor
determinants
1±2

1±4
1±3 :=
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
p1 ± p2 q1 ± q2 l1 ± l2
p1 ± p3 q1 ± q3 l1 ± l3
p1 ± p4 q1 ± q4 l1 ± l4
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ , (1.3)
do not vanish. Then for any such Θ there exist a compact 4-dimensional orbifold
O
4(Θ) which admits a self-dual Einstein metric of positive scalar curvature with a
one-dimensional group of isometries. Moreover , this metric can be constructed
explicitly as quaternionic-Ka¨hler reduction of the symmetric quaternion Ka¨hler metric
on the Grassmannian Gr4(R
8) by an isometric action of the 3−torus T 3Θ defined by the
weights matrix Θ.
As already mentioned in the introduction, actions of this type can be considered on
any quaternion-Ka¨hler Grassmannian
Gr4(R
n+1) ∼=
SO(n+ 1)
SO(n− 3)× SO(4)
, (1.4)
whose real dimension is 4(n− 3). Therefore to end up in dimension 4 a
(n− 4)-dimension torus is needed. Since the maximal torus in SO(n+ 1) has
dim = [n+1
2
], in order to be able to consider such an action with weights we need
n− 4 <
[
n + 1
2
]
. (1.5)
This gives, according to whether n+ 1 is even or odd
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n− 4 <
n+ 1
2
or n− 4 <
n
2
,
i. e.
n < 9
(n+ 1 even)
or
n < 8.
(n + 1 odd)
(1.6)
Thus the only possible cases are
Gr4(R
6) ∼= Gr2(C
4), Gr4(R
7), and Gr4(R
8). (1.7)
The first two cases in (1.7) have been examined in [10] and [9], respectively. The
present work is essentially devoted to the third case and to its comparison with the
orbifolds construction in [9].
1.1 The action of Sp(1)× T 3Θ on N(Θ)
Consider the group G = Sp(1)× T 3Θ as a subgroup of the 3-Sasakian isometries of the
sphere S31. For any triple of weight vectors Θ := (p,q, l) ∈ Z4+⊕Z
4
+⊕Z
4
+
∼= M3×4(Z+),
define the action of the 3-torus T 3Θ = U(1)× U(1)× U(1) on S
31 in the following way
f :[0, 2π)3 → T 4 ⊂ SO(8),
f(t, s, r) :=

A1(t, s, r) 0 0 0
0 A2(t, s, r) 0 0
0 0 A3(t, s, r) 0
0 0 0 A4(t, s, r)
 ∈ T 4,
(1.8)
where
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Aα(t, s, r) =
(
cos(pαt+ qαs+ lαr) sin(pαt+ qαs+ lαr)
−sin(pαt+ qαs+ lαr) cos(pαt+ qαs+ lαr)
)
, (1.9)
and α ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}. Consider the moment map µ : S31 → sp(1)⊗ R3 ∼= R9 associated
with the diagonal action on the left of Sp(1) on S31 ⊂ H8 and the moment map
ν : S31 → u(1)3 ⊗ R3 associated with the action of T 3Θ
∼= U(1)3 just described.
The moment map µ is given by
µ(u) = (
8∑
α=1
uαiuα,
8∑
α=1
uαjuα,
8∑
α=1
uαkuα) ∈ sp(1)⊗ R
3, (1.10)
where u ∈ S31 ⊂ H8, and
ν(u) =

∑4
α=1 pα(u2α−1u2α − u2αu2α−1)∑4
α=1 qα(u2α−1u2α − u2αu2α−1)∑4
α=1 lα(u2α−1u2α − u2αu2α−1)
 ∈ u(1)3 ⊗ R3. (1.11)
Remark 1.1 The submanifold µ−1(0) can be identified with the Stiefel manifold of
oriented orthonormal 4-frames in R8. Accordingly, we describe the elements of N(Θ)
:= µ−1(0) ∩ν−1(0) as 4× 8 real matrices u := (u1, u2, . . . , u7, u8) whose columns ui can
be thought as the coefficients of a quaternion respect to the base {1, i, j, k}. Of course
the matrix u has rank = 4. 
Definition 1.1 Any pair (u2α−1, u2α) ∈ H×H, α ∈ {1, 2, 3} of quaternionic coordinates
of u ∈ S31 ⊂ H8 will be breafly called a quaternionic pair.
Lemma 1.1 Suppose that all the minor determinants
∆αβγ =
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
pα qα lα
pβ qβ lβ
pγ qγ lγ
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ , 1 ≤ α < β < γ ≤ 4, (1.12)
do not vanish. Then there is no element u of N(Θ) with a null quaternionic pair.
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Proof . It is sufficient to assume (u7, u8) as a null quaternionic pair on some point of
N(Θ). Let Θ be the integral 3× 4 matrix of the weights (p,q, l) ∈ Z4+ ⊕ Z
4
+ ⊕ Z
4
+. Let
xα := u2α−1u2α − u2αu2α−1, α ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}, and rewrite ν(u) in the following way

p4
A q4
l4
 :=

p1 p2 p3 p4
q1 q2 q3 q4
l1 l2 l3 l4

︸ ︷︷ ︸
=Θ
⇒ ν(u) =

p4
A q4
l4


x1
x2
x3
x4
 . (1.13)
Thus
ν(u) =

0
A 0
0


x1
x2
x3
0
+

p4x4
q4x4
l4x4
 . (1.14)
Since detA = det TA = ∆123, the equation ν(u) = 0 can be written as
x1
x2
x3
 = −A−1

p4x4
q4x4
l4x4
 :=

c1x4
c2x4
c3x4
 , cα ∈ Q. (1.15)
Hence the intersection N(Θ) ∩ {u7 = u8 = 0} is described by the following equations
u1u2 − u2u1 = c1(u7u8 − u8u7) = 0,
u3u4 − u4u3 = c2(u7u8 − u8u7) = 0,
u5u6 − u6u5 = c3(u7u8 − u8u7) = 0,∑6
α=1 uασuα = 0,
⇒

u1u2 = u2u1,
u3u4 = u3u4,
u5u6 = u6u5,∑6
α=1 uασuα = 0,
(1.16)
where µ(u) = (
∑6
α=1 uασuα)|{σ=i,j,k}, is the moment map of the Sp(1) action. From
equations (1.16) we get Im(u2α−1u2α) = 0, α ∈ {1, 2, 3}, and hence u2α−1u2α ∈ R.
Moreover, from equations (1.16) we see that we can always assume, up to a scale, that
uα =
T (u0α, u
1
α, u
2
α, u
3
α) belongs to Sp(1). The maps
ϕα :Sp(1)× Sp(1) −→ Sp(1), α ∈ {1, 2, 3},
(u2α−1, u2α) 7−→ u2α−1u2α ∈ R
(1.17)
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are well defined by the previous facts. Thus we have that the real numbers u2α−1u2α
belong to the sphere S3 ∼= Sp(1) so that the only possibility to have u2α−1u2α = ±1 is
u2α−1 = ±u2α, α ∈ {1, 2, 3}. It follows that a real 4× 8 matrix u ∈ N(Θ) cannot
satisfy at the same time all the equations (1.16), because the first three equations give
us that the columns u2α−1 =
T (u02α−1, u
1
2α−1, u
2
2α−1u
3
2α−1) and u2α =
T (u02α, u
1
2α, u
2
2αu
3
2α)
of each quaternionic pair are proportional to each other:
T (u02α−1, u
1
2α−1, u
2
2α−1u
3
2α−1) = dα
T (u02α, u
1
2α, u
2
2αu
3
2α), dα ∈ R\{0}, ∀α ∈ {1, 2, 3}.
(1.18)
Then the matrix u has at most rank = 3 and it does not describe any 4-frame in R8.
The consequence is that the N(Θ) ∩ {u7 = u8 = 0} is empty. 
Proposition 1.1 The action of G = Sp(1)× T 3Θ on N(Θ) is locally free if and only if
all the followings determinants
∆αβγ =
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
pα qα lα
pβ qβ lβ
pγ qγ lγ
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ , 1 ≤ α < β < γ ≤ 4,
and
1±2

1±3
1±4 :=
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
p1 ± p2 q1 ± q2 l1 ± l2
p1 ± p3 q1 ± q3 l1 ± l3
p1 ± p4 q1 ± q4 l1 ± l4
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ ,
do not vanish.
(1.19)
Proof . By lemma 1.1 the condition ∆αβγ 6= 0 insures that N(Θ) has no points with a
null quaternionic pair. Then the fixed point equations can be written as
Aα(pαt+ qαs+ lαr)
(
u2α−1
u2α
)
=
(
aα bα
−bα aα
)(
u2α−1
u2α
)
= λ
(
u2α−1
u2α
)
, (1.20)
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α ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}, where aα = cos θα, bα = sin θα, θα = pαt+ qαs+ lαr, t, s, r ∈ [0, 2π)
and λ ∈ Sp(1). For each α = 1, 2, 3, 4 we get
aαu2α−1 + bαu2α = λu2α−1,
−bαu2α−1 + aαu2α = λu2α,
(1.21)
and by multipling on the right the first equation by u2α−1 and the second by u2α we
have
aα|u2α−1|
2 + bαu2αu2α−1 = λ|u2α−1|
2,
−bαu2α−1u2α + aα|u2α|
2 = λ|u2α|
2.
(1.22)
Then
ai(|u2α−1|
2 + |u2α|
2) + bi(u2αu2α−1 − u2α−1u2α) = λ(|u2α−1|
2 + |u2α|
2), α ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}.
(1.23)
Under our assumptions there are no null quaternionic pairs, and the term multiplying
λ on the right-hand side of this equation never vanishes. This gives
Re(λ) = aα, Im(λ) = bα
(u2αu2α−1 − u2α−1u2α)
(|u2α−1|2 + |u2α|2)
, (1.24)
for each α ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}. The first of these equation gives
a1 = a2 = a3 = a4, (1.25)
and combining this with a2α + b
2
α = 1 we get
b1 = ±b2 = ±b3 = ±b4. (1.26)
These conditions give 
ei(p1t+q1s+l1r) = e±i(p2t+q2+l2r),
ei(p1t+q1s+l1r) = e±i(p3t+q3+l3r),
ei(p1t+q1s+l1r) = e±i(p4t+q4s+l4r).
(1.27)
Let us rewrite these equations in the following way
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
(p1 ± p2)t+ (q1 ± q2)s+ (l1 ± l2)r = 2h
±
12π,
(p1 ± p3)t+ (q1 ± q3)s+ (l1 ± l3)r = 2h
±
13π,
(p1 ± p4)t+ (q1 ± q4)s+ (l1 ± l4)r = 2h
±
23π,
(1.28)
where hαβ ∈ Z. The equations (1.28) describe eight systems in the (t, s, r) variables.
We want all eight of them to have at most discrete solutions. This requires that all the
eight determinants
1±2

1±3
1±4 =
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
p1 ± p2 q1 ± q2 l1 ± l2
p1 ± p3 q1 ± q3 l1 ± l3
p1 ± p4 q1 ± q4 l1 ± l4
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ , (1.29)
do not vanish. Then our assumptions insure that the fixed point equations (1.20) admit
at most a finite number of solutions. Moreover, the equations (1.25) and (1.26) give
u2αu2α−1 − u2α−1u2α
(|u2α−1|2 + |u2α|2)
= ±
u2u1 − u1u2
|u1|2 + |u2|2
, α ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}. (1.30)
Now, under the assumption 1±21±31±4 6= 0, it holds that sin θ1 assume only a finite
number of values, hence the equation Im(λ) = sin θ1
u2u1−u12
|u1|2+|u2|2
can be rewritten as
system of three equations in three non known parameters. Then the fixed point
equations (1.21) admit only discrete solutions. 
Example 1.1. Assume m := 1+21+31+4 6= 0, we get
t =
2π
m
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
h+12 q1 + q2 l1 + l2
h+13 q1 + q3 l1 + l3
h+14 q1 + q4 l1 + l4
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ =
2π
m
(h+12
ql∆2+33+4 − h
+
23
ql∆1+23+4 + h
+
34
ql∆1+22+3)︸ ︷︷ ︸
∈Z
,
where
ql∆γ±δα±β :=
∣∣∣∣∣ qα ± qβ lα ± lβqγ ± qδ lγ ± lδ
∣∣∣∣∣ .
(1.31)
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Since 0 ≤ t
π
=
(h+12
ql∆2+33+4−h
+
23
ql∆1+23+4+h
+
34
ql∆1+22+3
m
< 1 all the possible solutions t of the system
(1.28) belong to H := {0, π
|m|
, . . . , π(|m|−1)
|m|
}. Similarly also s, r belong to H . Then each
solution (t, s, r) for the equation (1.28) is a triple whose elements are in H . We can use
a similar argument for the other non null determinants 1±21±31±4 and also in these cases
we get discrete solutions. Moreover, by using a short argument linked to the gcd of the
minor determinants ql∆αβ we can prove that the cardinality of the subgroup of solutions
is exactly equal to m = 1+21+31+4. 
Proposition 1.2 There is no weight matrix Θ such that the action of G = Sp(1)× T 3Θ
on N(Θ) is free.
Proof . From the previous proof we see that there is a unique solution for the fixed
point equations (1.28) if and only if 1±21±31±4 = ±1. We have the identities

1+2

1+3
1+4 = ∆123 −∆124 +∆134 +∆234,
1+2

1−3
1+4 = −∆123 −∆124 −∆134 −∆234,
1+2

1+3
1−4 = ∆123 +∆124 −∆134 −∆234,
1+2

1−3
1−4 = −∆123 +∆124 +∆134 +∆234,
1−2

1+3
1+4 = −∆123 +∆124 +∆134 −∆234,
1−2

1−3
1+4 = ∆123 +∆124 −∆134 +∆234,
1−2

1+3
1−4 = −∆123 −∆124 −∆134 +∆234,
1−2

1−3
1−4 = ∆123 −∆124 +∆134 −∆234.
(1.32)
that can be solved with respect to the ∆αβγ . In fact note that the system
X := 1+21+31+4 = ∆123 −∆124 +∆134 +∆234,
Y := 1+21−31+4 = −∆123 −∆124 −∆134 −∆234,
Z := 1−21+31−4 = −∆123 −∆124 −∆134 +∆234,
W := 1+21−31−4 = −∆123 +∆124 +∆134 +∆234,
(1.33)
has determinant
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∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
1 −1 1 1
−1 −1 −1 −1
−1 −1 −1 1
−1 1 1 1
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
= 8,
and its solutions are 
∆123 = −
Y+W
2
,
∆124 = −
X+Y
2
,
∆134 =
X+Y−Z+W
2
,
∆234 =
Z−Y
2
,
(1.34)
that are also solutions of the remaining identities in (1.32)
±1 = 1+21+31−4 = −(X + Y +W ),
±1 = 1−21−31+4 = Z −X − 2Y −W,
±1 = 1−21+31+4 = Y + Z +W,
±1 = 1−21−31−4 = X + Y − Z.
(1.35)
But since ∆αβγ ∈ Z\{0} and X = ±1, Y = ±1, Z = ±1 and W = ±1 we would have
X = Y =W = −Z, (1.36)
and hence (X, Y, Z,W ) is either (1, 1,−1, 1) or (−1,−1, 1,−1) and (∆123,∆124,∆134,
∆234) is either (1, 1,−2, 1) or (−1,−1, 2,−1). It is now easy to check that neither of
the possible two values of (X, Y, Z,W ) is a solution for the system of equations above.
Then the action of G on N(Θ) is never free. 
Using all of these facts we get
Theorem 1.2 The action of Sp(1)× T 3Θ on N(Θ) = ν
−1(0) ∩ µ−1(0) is locally free if
and only if the following conditions hold
1) all the determinants ∆αβγ 6= 0, ∀ (α, β, γ) admissible triple of indices.
2) ∆αγδ are such that all the minor determinants
1±2

1±4
1±3 in equations (1.32) do not
vanish.
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In such a case the quotient
M
7(Θ) =
N(Θ)
Sp(1)× T 3Θ
, (1.37)
is a compact 7−dimensional 3−Sasakian orbifold. Moreover for any integral 3× 4
matrix Θ which satisfies the assumptions 1) and 2) there exists a 4-dimensional
orbifold O4(Θ) which admits a self-dual Einstein metric of positive scalar curvature
with a 1−dimensional group of isometries.
The orbifold family M7(Θ) cannot be toric, this fact can be seen by having a careful
analysis of the associated foliations. Note that, N(Θ) is a compact submanifold of the
sphere S31 ⊂ H8 given by the zero locus of two quadratic functions( the moment maps
µ and ν). Then, by using a similar argument like that one in [9] pag 97, we can
generalize the analysis of [7], and conclude that all the isometries of N(Θ) come from
the restriction of the isometries of S31 (or the Euclidean space H8 ∼= R32 in which this
sphere is embedded). Then, we get that the group of isometries associated to O4(Θ) is
1−dimensional.
Example 1.2. The 3× 4 matrix 
1 0 1 1
0 1 1 1
1 1 0 1
 , (1.38)
satisfies all the requirements of theorem 1.2. 
Chapter 2
The Singular Locus
Recall that the twistor space Z6(Θ) is the S2 bundle over the riemannian orbifold
O4(Θ) that parametrizes its local almost complex structures. Consider the group G˜
:= G× U(1) = T 3Θ × Sp(1)× U(1), which is a subgroup, up to the central Z/2, of
Sp(8) · Sp(1) ⊂ SO(32) = Isom(S31). Then, we can define the action of G˜ on N(Θ) =
µ−1(0) ∩ ν−1(0) ( where µ and ν are the moment maps of Sp(1) and T 3Θ, respectively)
as follows
Φ : T 3Θ × Sp(1)× U(1)×N(Θ) −→ N(Θ),(
(A(Θ), λ, ρ); (z, w)
)
7−→ Φ
(
(A(Θ), λ, ρ)
)(
(z, w)
)
,
where
Φ
(
(A(Θ), λ, ρ)
)(
(z, w)
)
:= A(Θ)λ
(
z
w
)
ρ,
(2.1)
and we have identified C8 × C8 ∼= H8 by uα = zα + jwα ∈ C× C for each α ∈ {1, . . . ,
8}. Thus (z, w) := u = (u1, u2, . . . , u7, u8) ∈ H
8. In the following we will use both the
notations u and (z, w). Here, the twistor space Z6(Θ) will be thought as the leaf space
of the G˜−action on the manifold N(Θ). There is a natural stratification of the twistor
space Z6(Θ) defined by the action of G˜, and the twistor space Z6(Θ) is the union of its
stata.
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Definition 2.1 We say that two points (z, w), (z1, w1) ∈ Z
6(Θ) are in the same
stratum S if their corresponding isotropy subgroups G˜(z,w) and G˜(z1,z2) are conjugate.
The strata S, with respect to the action of G˜ on Z6(Θ), can be descibed by studying
the action of G˜ on N(Θ) and the respective stratification. We denote with S˜ the strata
yielded by the G˜−action Φ on N(Θ). The smooth locus Z60(Θ) is the dense open
subset of points in Z6(Θ) whose isotropy subgroup is the identity. Instead, Σ(Θ)
denotes the singolar locus of Z6(Θ) and we have that Z6(Θ) = Z60(Θ) ∪ Σ(Θ). In the
case of a 4−dimensional ”good orbifold” O4 , that is when the 3−Sasakian bundle M7
is smooth, the singularities of O4 come from those of its twistor space Z6 [4]. However,
when the 3−Sasakian bundle M7 is not smooth, this fact does not hold, and in order
to study the singularities of O4 a different approach is needed. As we have seen in
chapter 1, the 3−Sasakian bundle M7(Θ) necessarely has orbifold singularities which
pass to the SO(3)−quotient space O4(Θ). Then, with the purpose of describing the
singular locus of the quaternion Ka¨hler orbifold O4(Θ), we will study both the singular
loci of M7(Θ) and Z6(Θ).
In order to understand the 3-Sasakian and quaternion Ka¨hler reduction we are dealing
with, look at the diagram
SO(8)
SO(4)× Sp(1)
M
7(Θ)
Z
6(Θ)
Gr4(R
8) O4(Θ)
✲
T 3Θ
❄
SO(3)
❄
SO(3)
◗◗s
U(1)
✑✑✰
S2
✲
T 3Θ
(2.2)
where µ−1(0)/Sp(1) ∼= SO(8)/SO(4)× Sp(1). In this chapter we prove the following
statements mentioned in the introduction as Theorems B and C.
Theorem 2.1 Let Z6(Θ) be the twistor space of the SDE orbifold O4(Θ). Then,
depending on the minor determinants ∆αβγ and
1±2

1±3
1±4 the singular locus Σ(Θ)
consists of
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1) one isolated 2−sphere S2, whose isotropy only depends on one of the determinants
1±2

1±3
1±4;
2) eleven disjoint 2−spheres S2. These are obtained from the following strata ( with
respect to the action of G˜ on H8 )
a)
=
S1234 := G˜ ·
{(
z1 z2 z3 z4 z5 z6 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 w7 w8
)}
,
b)
=
S1243 := G˜ ·
{(
z1 z1 z3 z4 0 0 z7 z8
0 0 0 0 w5 w6 0 0
)}
,
c)
=
S1342 := G˜ ·
{(
z1 z2 0 0 z5 z6 z7 z8
0 0 w3 w4 0 0 0 0
)}
,
d)
=
S2341 := G˜ ·
{(
0 0 z3 z4 z5 z6 z7 z8
w1 w2 0 0 0 0 0 0
)}
.
e)
=
S1234 := G˜ ·
{(
z1 z2 z3 z4 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 w5 w6 w7 w8
)}
,
f)
=
S1423 := G˜ ·
{(
z1 z1 0 0 0 0 z7 z8
0 0 w3 w4 w5 w6 0 0
)}
,
g)
=
S1234 := G˜ ·
{(
z1 z2 0 0 z5 z6 0 0
0 0 w3 w4 0 0 w7 w8
)}
.
(2.3)
Each of these strata intersects N(Θ) and
=
Sαβγδ ∩N(Θ) is formed by two connected
components which gives two S˜ strata for the G˜−action on N(Θ). Instead, each of the
=
Sαβγδ ∩N(Θ) is connected and provides exactly one strata S˜ of N(Θ). Moreover, we
have that S˜/G˜ ∼= S2 and for each of the 2− spheres linked to one of
=
Sαβγδ the isotropy
only depends on one of the minor determinants ±∆αβγ, for the remaining cases the
isotropy dipends on a linear combination of ∆αβγ;
3) three sets of points such that, for each of them, the respective points are joined by
one of the 2−spheres S2 ∼=
( =
Sαβαγ ∩N(Θ)
)◦
/G˜. Each of these sets consists at most of
four points.
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In the case when some of the minor determinants ∆αβγ and
1±2

1±3
1±4 assumes values
±1 or when the isotropy, associated to some of the points mentioned in 3), vanishes,
then the singular locus Σ(Θ) is obtained by removing from the above list the sets whose
isotropy depends on the mentioned determinants. 
Theorem 2.2 The singular points on the 3−Sasakian orbifold M7(Θ) come from the
G−strata S˜ of N(Θ), which are obtained by intersectig N(Θ) with the following strata
S of H8, and the ones which can be obtained by changing (w′1, w
′
2) with (w
′′
1 , w
′′
2):
a) S1234 :=
{(
z1 z2 z3 z4 z5 z6 z7 z8
w′1 w
′
2 w
′
3 w
′
4 w
′
5 w
′
6 w
′
7 w
′
8
)}
,
b) S1234 :=
{(
z1 z2 z3 z4 z5 z6 z7 z8
w′1 w
′
2 w
′
3 w
′
4 w
′
5 w
′
6 w
′′
7 w
′′
8
)}
,
c) S1243 :=
{(
z1 z2 z3 z4 z5 z6 z7 z8
w′1 w
′
2 w
′
3 w
′
4 w
′′
5 w
′′
6 w
′
7 w
′
8
)}
,
d) S1342 :=
{(
z1 z2 z3 z4 z5 z6 z7 z8
w′1 w
′
2 w
′′
3 w
′′
4 w
′
5 w
′
6 w
′
7 w
′
8
)}
,
e) S1234 :=
{(
z1 z2 z3 z4 z5 z6 z7 z8
w′1 w
′
2 w
′
3 w
′
4 w
′′
5 w
′′
6 w
′′
7 w
′′
8
)}
,
f) S1324 :=
{(
z1 z2 z3 z4 z5 z6 z7 z8
w′1 w
′
2 w
′′
3 w
′′
4 w
′
5 w
′
6 w
′′
7 w
′′
8
)}
,
g) S1423 :=
{(
z1 z2 z3 z4 z5 z6 z7 z8
w′1 w
′
2 w
′′
3 w
′′
4 w
′′
5 w
′′
6 w
′
7 w
′
8
)}
,
h) S1234 :=
{(
z1 z2 z3 z4 z5 z6 z7 z8
w′1 w
′
2 w
′′
3 w
′′
4 w
′′
5 w
′′
6 w
′′
7 w
′′
8
)}
,
(2.4)
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where
(w′2α−1, w
′
2α) :=
eiδ
sinϕ
(
− z2α + iz2α−1 cos ϕ, z2α−1 + iz2α cos ϕ
)
,
and
(w′′2α−1, w
′′
2α) =:
eiδ
sinϕ
(
− z2α − iz2α−1 cos ϕ, z2α−1 − iz2α cos ϕ
)
.
(2.5)
with sinϕ 6= 0. Here, the element λ = ǫ+ jσ ∈ Sp(1) is written as ǫ = cos θ+
i(sin θcos ϕ) and σ = sin θsinϕcos δ + i(sin θsinϕsin δ). Then, each S in (2.4)
generates a singular point
(
S ∩N(Θ)
)
/G ∈M7(Θ) whose isotropy only depends on one
of the minor determinants 1±21±31±4. 
2.1 The Twistor Space Z6(Θ)
By looking at the action of G˜ = Sp(1)× T 3Θ × U(1) on H
8, let u be a non null point in
H8. Then for each quaternionic pair (u2α−1, u2α), the fixed point equations can be
written as:
A(θα)
(
u2α−1
u2α
)
=
(
λu2α−1ρ
λu2αρ
)
, (2.6)
where A(θα) :=
(
cos θα sin θα
−sin θα cos θα
)
, λ = ǫ+ jσ ∈ Sp(1), ρ ∈ U(1), (u2α−1, u2α) ∈
C4 × C4 and α ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}.
Proposition 2.1 Let (z, w) be a point in N(Θ).Then, up to G˜−conjugation, we have
that G˜(z,w) ⊂ T
3
Θ × {λ ∈ Sp(1) | σ ≡ 0} × U(1).
Proof . For each quaternionic pair (u2α−1, u2α) the fixed point equations in (2.6) can
be rewritten as follows
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{
u2α−1cos θα + u2αsin θα = λu2α−1ρ,
−u2α−1sin θα + u2αcos θα = λu2αρ,
(2.7)
where α ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}. Now, by multiplying the first equation in (2.7) by cos θα, the
second one by sin θα, and by considering the sum and the difference of these two
equations, we get
{
u2α−1cos 2θα + u2αsin 2θα = λ(u2α−1cos θα + u2αsin θα)ρ,
u2α−1 = λ(u2α−1cos θα − u2αsin θα)ρ.
(2.8)
Then, by multiplying on the right the first equation in (2.8) by the conjugated of the
second one, we obtain

u2α−1 = λ(u2α−1cos θα − u2αsin θα)ρ,
|u2α−1|
2cos 2θα + u2αu2α−1sin 2θα =
= λ(u2α−1cos θα + u2αsin θα)(u2α−1cos θα − u2αsin θα)λ,
(2.9)
or equivalently:
u2α−1 = λ(u2α−1cos θα − u2αsin θα)ρ,
|u2α−1|
2cos 2θα + u2αu2α−1sin 2θα =
= λ(|u2α−1|
2cos2 θα − |u2α|
2sin2 θα + Im(u2αu2α−1)sin 2θα)λ,
(2.10)
or:

|u2α−1|
2cos 2θα +Re(u2αu2α−1)sin 2θα = |u2α−1|
2cos2 θα − |u2α|
2sin2 θα,
Im(u2αu2α−1)sin 2θα = λIm(u2αu2α−1)λsin 2θα,
u2α−1 = λ(u2α−1cos θα − u2αsin θα)ρ.
(2.11)
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Suppose there exists a quaternionic pair (u2α−1, u2α) such that Im(u2αu2α−1) 6= 0. If
sin θα = 0, then we can easily see that the equations (2.11) describe the non effective
subgroup. Instead, when sin 2θα 6= 0 the first two equations give
{
(|u2α|
2 − |u2α−1|
2)sin2 θα +Re(u2αu2α−1)sin 2θα = 0,
Im(u2αu2α−1) = λIm(u2αu2α−1)λ.
(2.12)
Since we are interested in points u ∈ N(Θ), we can suppose u ∈ ν−1(0). Then, the
first system of equations in (1.16) gives
Im(u2αu2α−1) = cαIm(u8u7), α ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}, (2.13)
and cα ∈ Q. As a direct consequence, the second equation in (2.12) does not depends
on the index α, that is, it is the same for each quaternionic pair (u2α−1, u2α), α ∈ {1, 2,
3, 4}. In the case when Im(u2αu2α−1) = i, the second equation in (2.12) reads:
λiλ = (ǫ+ jσ)i(ǫ− jσ) = i(|ǫ|2 − |σ|2)− 2kσǫ = i, (2.14)
that, together with the condition |ǫ|2 + |σ|2 = 1, yields σ ≡ 0. Thus, in this particular
case we have that G˜(z,w) ⊂ T
3 × U(1)ǫ × U(1) := T 3Θ × {λ ∈ Sp(1) | σ ≡ 0} × U(1).
Note that, for each quaternionic pair (u2α−1, u2α) there exists τ ∈ Sp(1) such that
τIm(u2αu2α−1)τ = i. Then, in general the isotropy subgroup of (z, w) is such that
G˜(z,w) ⊂ T
3
Θ × τU(1)
ǫτ× U(1). Instead, when Im(u2αu2α−1) = 0 for each α ∈ {1, 2, 3,
4}, it follows that u2αu2α−1 = cα ∈ R. First suppose cα 6= 0 for each α ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}.
Then, the fixed point equations (2.7) become{
u2α−1(cos θα + cαsin θα) = λu2α−1ρ,
u2α−1(−sin θα + cαcos θα) = cαλu2α−1ρ.
(2.15)
As a consequence, we get
(−sin θα + cαcos θα) = cα(cos θα + cαsin θα), (2.16)
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if and only if (1 + c2α)sin θα = 0, and we get sin θα = 0. Then, up to a sign, the fixed
point equations become

u1 = λu1ρ,
u3 = λu3ρ,
u5 = λu5ρ,
u7 = λu7ρ,
⇒
{
u1uβ = λu1uβλ,
uβu1 = ρ uβu1ρ,
(2.17)
where β ∈ {3, 5, 7}. Then, we obtain σ ≡ 0, ǫ = ρ = ±1, by substituting these
conditions in the fixed point equations (2.6) it follows that the isotropy subgroup
coincide with the non effective subgroup. Now, if there exists a quaternionic pair such
that u2αu2α−1 = cα = 0, the fixed point equations (2.7) give sin θα = 0 and using the
same argumet of the previous case we have that the isotropy coincide with the
ineffectivity. Then we get the conclusion. 
Suppose now that (z, w) ∈ N(Θ) has a quaternionic pair (u2α−1, u2α) such that
Im(u2αu2α−1) = i. Then, by using the T
3
Θ−moment map equations ( look at (1.16) and
(2.13)), up to a sign, this condition holds for each quaternionic pair of (z, w).
Moreover, it follows that u2α = (Re(u2αu2α−1) + i)u2α−1. In general, we have that
Im(u2αu2α−1) = τiτ , τ ∈ Sp(1), and u2αu2α−1 = (Re(u2αu2α−1) + τiτ ) if and only if
τu2α = (Re(u2αu2α−1)+ i)τu2α−1. That is, for each quaternionic pair (u2α−1, u2α), up to
multiplication on the right by an element τ ∈ Sp(1), we can assume Im(u2αu2α−1) = i
and G(z,w) ⊂ T
3
Θ × U(1)
ǫ× U(1) . Then, in order to give a complete account of the
singular G˜−strata of N(Θ) it will be sufficient to describe the points (z, w) ∈ N(Θ)
with isotropy subgroup G˜(z,w) ⊂ T
3
Θ × U(1)
ǫ × U(1). We then consider the orbits
through these points. In the following we will work under the assumption σ ≡ 0.
Note that the points (z, w) ∈ N(Θ) ⊂ S31 can be written as 4× 8 complex matrices,
namely:
T (z, w) :=
(
z1 z2 z3 z4 z5 z6 z7 z8
w1 w2 w3 w4 w5 w6 w7 w8
)
, (2.18)
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and for each quaternionic pair the fixed point equations become
A(θα)
(
z2α−1 w2α−1
z2α w2α
)
=
[ (
ǫ −σ
σ ǫ
)(
z2α−1 z2α
w2α−1 w2α
)(
ρ 0
0 ρ
) ]T
, (2.19)
where (zα, wα) ∈ C and α ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}. The equations in (2.19) can be easily rewritten
as:
Mα:=︷ ︸︸ ︷
0 −σρ −sin θα cos θα − ǫρ
−σρ 0 cos θα − ǫρ sin θα
−sin θα cos θα − ǫρ 0 σρ
cos θα − ǫρ sin θα σρ 0


z2α−1
z2α
w2α−1
w2α
 =

0
0
0
0
 ,
(2.20)
where α ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}. Note that none of the matrices Mα, α ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}, has rank 4.
Otherwise the corrispondent quaternionic pair (z2α−1, w2α−1, z2α, w2α) would vanish,
and this contradicts lemma 1.1. Now, we prove the following fact about the action of
G˜ = T 3Θ × Sp(1)× U(1) on C
8 × C8 ∼= H8.
Lemma 2.1 LetMα be the matrix appearing in formula (2.20). The condition detMα =
0, α ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}, is equivalent to
ρeiθα = Re(ǫ)± i
√
Im(ǫ)2 + |σ|2 or ρe−iθα = Re(ǫ)± i
√
Im(ǫ)2 + |σ|2. (2.21)
Proof . Each matrix Mα, α ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}, can be written as follows
Mα =
(
A B
C D
)
:=

0 −σρ −sin θα cos θα − ǫρ
−σρ 0 cos θα − ǫρ sin θα
−sin θα cos θα − ǫρ 0 σρ
cos θα − ǫρ sin θα σρ 0
 . (2.22)
Since the submatrices A,D are invertible, this gives
Mα =
(
B Id
D 0
)(
D−1C Id
A− BD−1C 0
)
. (2.23)
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Note that detMα = 0 if and only if det (A−BD
−1C) = 0, and the matrix A−BD−1C
is
σ
|σ|2
(
ρsin 2θα − 2sin θαRe(ǫ) (2cos θαRe(ǫ)− ρcos 2θα)− ρ
(2cos θαRe(ǫ)− ρcos 2θα)− ρ −ρsin 2θα + 2sin θαRe(ǫ)
)
. (2.24)
Then, up to the scale ( σ
|σ|2
)−1, we can rewrite the matrix in (2.24) as follows(
Y X − ρ
X − ρ −Y
)
, (2.25)
where X = 2cos θiRe(ǫ)− ρcos 2θα and Y = ρsin 2θα − 2sin θαRe(ǫ). Then, up to
column permutations, detMα can be rewritten as
det
[(
X Y
−Y X
)
− ρId2×2
]
= det
(
X − ρ Y
−Y X − ρ
)
=
ρ2 − 2XY + (X2 + Y 2) = [ρ− (X + iY )][ρ− (X − iY )],
(2.26)
or equivalently:
det (A−BD−1C) =
σ2
|σ|4
[
ρ−
(
(2cos θαRe(ǫ)− ρcos 2θα) + i(ρsin 2θα+
− 2sin θαRe(ǫ))
)][
ρ−
(
(2cos θαRe(ǫ)− ρcos 2θα)− i(ρsin 2θα − 2sin θαRe(ǫ))
)]
.
(2.27)
Assume σ 6= 0, since rankMα ≤ 4, for each α ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}, it follows that
0 = detMα = σ
2ρ2det (A− BD−1C) =
= ρ2
(
ρ+ ρ(e−iθα)2 − 2Re(ǫ)e−iθα
)(
ρ+ ρ(eiθα)2 − 2Re(ǫ)eiθα
)
,
(2.28)
if and only if
ρ+ ρ(e−iθα)2 − 2Re(ǫ)e−iθα = 0 or ρ+ ρ(eiθα)2 − 2Re(ǫ)eiθα = 0, (2.29)
or equivalently
ρeiθα = Re(ǫ)± i
√
Im(ǫ)2 + |σ|2 or ρe−iθα = Re(ǫ)± i
√
Im(ǫ)2 + |σ|2. (2.30)
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Note that, when σ ≡ 0 the condition detMα = 0 is equivalent to ǫρ = e
±iθα or
ǫρ = e±iθα, which are particular cases of the relations in (2.30). Then we get the
conclusion. 
Remark 2.1. Looking at the relations in (2.30), we can define the map
Ψ : Sp(1) −→ U(1).
ǫ+ jσ 7−→ Re(ǫ) + i
√
Im(ǫ)2 + |σ|2 ∈ U(1)
(2.31)
The elements λ = ǫ+ jσ ∈ Sp(1) can be parametrized as follows{
ǫ = cos θ + i(sin θcos ϕ),
σ = sin θsinϕsin δ + i(sin θsinϕcos δ).
(2.32)
Then
Ψ(ǫ+ jσ) = cos θ + i
√
sin θ2sin2 ϕ+ sin θ2cos2 ϕ = cos θ + i|sin θ|, (2.33)
and the relations in (2.30) can be rewritten as follows
ρeiθα = e±iθ or ρe−iθα = e±iθ. (2.34)
Note that the map Ψ in (2.31) decsribes a Lie group homomorphism if and only if
σ ≡ 0. 
Remark 2.2. By substituting in each block Mα the expressions of ρǫ and ρǫ in (2.30),
the equations (2.20) can be turned into an eigenvalue problem. Then, each of this
choices provides non null solutions (z, w) ∈ H8 for the equations (2.20) and these
eigenvectors are characterized by having the same isotropy subgroup. Moreover, this
isotropy is generated exactly by (ρǫ, ρǫ).
1) just one of the relations in (2.30) holds ⇐⇒ rankMα = 3,
2) two relations in (2.30) hold ⇐⇒ rankMα = 2,
3) three or four relations in (2.30) are satisfied ⇐⇒ Mα = 04×4.
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Actually in the case 3) we have that if three relations of those in in (2.30) hold, then
also the last one holds. Moreover, when all of the four relations in (2.30) hold, for each
α ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}, they describe the effectivity. In the following we will work up to the
non effective subgroup, so we do not have to care about the case 3). 
Lemma 2.2 Assume σ ≡ 0 in equations (2.20). Let Mα be such that rankMα = 3.
Then the solutions of the eigenvalue problem associated to the equations (2.20) describe
a complex 1−dimensional space which is either
1) ±V α1 := {z2α−1 ∈ C | (z2α−1,±iz2α−1, 0, 0) ∈ C
4}, or
2) ±V α2 := {w2α−1 ∈ C | (0, 0, w2α−1,±iw2α−1) ∈ C
4}.
(2.35)
When rankMα = 2, the possible spaces of solutions are the following:
3) (±,±)V α3 := {(z2α−1, w2α−1) ∈ C
2 | (z2α−1,±iz2α−1, w2α−1,±iw2α−1) ∈ C
4},
4) V α4 := {z2α−1, z2α ∈ C | (z2α−1, z2α, 0, 0) ∈ C
4},
5) V α5 := {w2α−1, w2α ∈ C | (0, 0, w2α−1, w2α) ∈ C
4}.
(2.36)
Proof . Under the hypothesis σ ≡ 0, we get
detM = (−sin θ2α − (cos θα − ǫρ)
2)(−sin θ2α − (cos θα − ǫρ)
2) =
= ((ǫρ)2 − 2ǫρcos θα + 1)((ǫρ)
2 − 2ǫρcos θα + 1) = 0,
(2.37)
and hence
ρǫ = e±iθα or ρǫ = e±iθα . (2.38)
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By substituting in the equations (2.20) the possible values of ρǫ and ρǫ, we get the
respective spaces of solutions for the eigenvalue problem associated to the equations in
(2.20). Note that rank Mα = 3 if and only if just one of the four conditions in (2.38) is
satisfied. In this case, a short computation shows that the space of solutions for the
equations (2.20) is either ±V α1 or
±V α2 . Instead, rank Mα = 2, if and only if exactly
two conditions of those in (2.38) are verified. Then we can describe the spaces of
solutions, which strictly depends on the chosen values for ǫρ and ǫρ. So we have
3)
{
ǫρ = e±θα,
ǫρ = e±iθα,
⇒ (±,±)V α3 , 4)
{
ǫρ = eiθα ,
ǫρ = e−iθα ,
⇒ V α4 ,
5)
{
ǫρ = eiθα ,
ǫρ = e−iθα,
⇒ V α5 .
(2.39)
This concludes the proof. 
Now, we are ready to prove that the isotropy of a generic point (z, w) ∈ N(Θ), is
described by a suitable subset of the relations in (2.30). As we will see in a moment,
this fact allows to prove that, up to the G˜−action, the quaternionic pairs (u2α−1, u2α)
of any element (z, w) ∈ N(Θ) are described by the eigenspaces in (2.35) and (2.36).
Proposition 2.2 Let (z, w) be a point in N(Θ) ⊂ S31 ⊂ H8. Then the fixed point
equations (2.7) are equivalent to the conditions (2.30) given by detMα = 0, α ∈ {1,
2, 3, 4}.
Proof . Let (z, w) a point in N(Θ) ⊂ H8. Suppose (z, w) has discrete but not trivial
isotropy, then at least one of the relations in (2.30) has to be satisfied. Morever, by
using the proposition 2.1 we can assume σ ≡ 0 and λ = ǫ. Suppose exactly one of the
relations in (2.30) is verified, say ǫρ = eiθα , then for each quaternionic pair (u2α−1,
u2α), α ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}, the fixed point equations (2.11) become
{
eiθαu2α−1 = ρ(u2α−1cos θα − u2αsin θα)ρ,
(|u2α|
2 − |u2α−1|
2)sin2 θα +Re(u2αu2α−1)sin 2θα = 0.
(2.40)
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Let us rewrite the first equation in (2.40) in the complex coordinates uβ = zβ + jwβ:
{
z2α−1e
iθα = (z2α−1cos θα − z2αsin θα)ρ
2,
(iw2α−1 − w2α)sin θα = 0.
(2.41)
Now, by multiplying on the right the first equation in (2.40) by its conjugated, we get:
(|u2α−1|
2 − |u2α|
2)sin2 θα +Re(u2αu2α−1)sin 2θα = 0, (2.42)
that together with the second equation in (2.40) gives
{
(|u2α−1|
2 − |u2α|
2)sin2 θα = 0,
Re(u2αu2α−1)sin 2θα = 0,
or equivalently : {
(|z2α−1|
2 + |w2α−1|
2 − |z2α|
2 − |w2α|
2)sin2 θα = 0,
(z2αz2α−1 + w2αw2α−1)sin 2θα = 0.
(2.43)
Then, if sin θα 6= 0, the equations in (2.41) and (2.43) give

|z2α−1|
2 = |z2α|
2,
w2α = iw2α−1,
z2α = −i|w2α−1|
2z2α−1,
⇒
{
|z2α−1|
2 = |z2α|
2,
|z2α|
2 = |w2α−1|
2|z2α−1|
2.
(2.44)
As a consequence, these equations either give
|w2α−1|
2 = |w2α|
2 = 1 or |z2α−1|
2 = |z2α|
2 = 0. (2.45)
Since (z, w) ∈ N(Θ) ⊂ S31 ⊂ H8, it follows that
8∑
α=1
|uα|
2 =
8∑
α=1
(|zα|
2 + |wα|
2) = 1. (2.46)
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Let us recall that none of the quaternionic pair (u2α−1, u2α) can vanish, then we can
exclude the first relation in (2.45), so we get z2α−1 = z2α = 0 and w2α = iw2α−1. Note
that we can repeat this argument for each quaternionic pair (u2α−1, u2α). Then, when
the isotropy subgroup G˜(z,w) is different from the non effective subgroup, it follows
that (u2α−1, u2α) ∈ G˜ ·
±V α2 . As we have seen in remark 2.2 the isotropy relative to the
eigenspaces ±V α2 is described by the conditions ǫρ = e
±iθα . The other cases can be
treated similarly. Suppose now, there exists α ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4} such that two relations of
those in in (2.30) are satisfied. Then, up to a sign, we have one of the following
possible cases
1)
{
ǫρ = eiθα,
ǫρ = e−iθα,
or 2)
{
ǫρ = eiθα,
ǫρ = eiθα,
3)
{
ǫρ = eiθα,
ǫρ = e−iθα.
(2.47)
In the case 1) in (2.47) we have that
eiθα = eikπ and ǫ = ρ′ := ρeikπ, (2.48)
the fixed point equations (2.7) give{
u2α−1 = ρu2α−1ρ,
u2α = ρu2αρ,
(2.49)
if and only if z2α−1 = z2α−1ρ
2 and z2α = z2αρ
2. Then, if ρ 6= ±1 we have that z2α−1 =
z2α = 0 and that (u2α−1, u2α) ∈ G˜ · V
α
5 . Instead, in the case 2) we have that ǫρ = ǫρ if
and only if ǫ = eikπ and ρ′ := ρeikπ = eiθα . Then, the fixed point equations (2.7)
become
{
u2α−1e
−iθα = u2α−1cos θα − u2αsin θα,
(|u2α|
2 − |u2α−1|
2)sin2 θα +Re(u2αu2α−1)sin 2θα = 0,
(2.50)
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or equivalently:
{
u2α−1isin θα = −u2αsin θα,
(|u2α|
2 − |u2α−1|
2)sin2 θα +Re(u2αu2α−1)sin 2θα = 0.
(2.51)
When sin θα 6= 0 we have that u2α−1i = −u2α and the second equation in (2.51) is
automatically satisfied. Then, (u2α−1, u2α) ∈ G˜ ·
(±,±)V α3 . The case 3) can be treated
similarly. Then we get the conclusion. 
As a consequence, we have
Corollary 2.1 Let (z, w) be a point in N(Θ) with non trivial isotropy subgroup G˜(z,w).
Then each quaternionic pair (u2α−1, u2α) of (z, w) belongs to one of the sets G˜ ·
±V α1 ,
G˜ · ±V α2 , G˜ ·
(±,±)V α3 , G˜ · V
α
3 or G˜ · V
α
4 .
Now, we have the following
Proposition 2.3 Let (z, w) be a point on a singular G˜−orbit of N(Θ). Then at most
one of the blocks Mα, α ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}, has rank = 2.
Proof . Suppose not. Then we have that rankMα = 3, α ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}. It follows that,
for each Mα, just one of the equations in (2.38) is satisfied. We are interested in the
case when there exist two different blocks Mγ and Mδ, such that for Mγ the first
equation in (2.38) is satisfied and for Mδ the second one. Note that, in this case we
have eiθγ 6= e±iθδ , otherwise we could easily show that both Mγ and Mδ have rank = 2.
If such two blocks do not exist, then it follows that the spaces of solutions relative the
equations in (2.20), up to the G˜−action, are either{
X ∈M4×8(C) | X =
(
∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
)}
,
or {
X ∈M4×8(C) | X =
(
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
)}
,
(2.52)
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where the above 2× 2 blocks
(
∗ ∗
0 0
)
and
(
0 0
∗ ∗
)
represents an element of ±V α1
or ±V α2 . Since the point (z, w) gives a 8× 4 real matrix with rank 4, then it follows
that the matrices in (2.52) are not admissible as point (z, w) ∈ N . Instead, when there
exist the mentioned two blocks Mγ and Mδ, by using the proposition 2.2, we have that
for each α ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4} the spaces of solutions of equations (2.20) are either ±V α1 or
±V α2 . Thus, up to column permutations, the spaces of solutions have necessarely one of
the following shapes
1)
{
X ∈M4×8(C) | X =
(
∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 ∗ ∗
)}
,
2)
{
X ∈M4×8(C) | X =
(
0 0 0 0 0 0 ∗ ∗
∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ 0 0
)}
,
3)
{
X ∈M4×8(C) | X =
(
∗ ∗ 0 0 ∗ ∗ 0 0
0 0 ∗ ∗ 0 0 ∗ ∗
)}
.
(2.53)
where the 2× 2 blocks represent either an elements of ±V α1 or
±V α2 . Consider the case
1) in (2.53) when (u2α−1, u2α) ∈
+V α1 , α ∈ {1, 3}, (u3, u4) ∈
−V 21 and (u7, u8) ∈
+V 42 .
By reading the T 3Θ−moment map equations on this set of solutions we get
T 3Θ ⇒

p1|z1|
2 − p2|z3|
2 + p3|z5|
2 + p4|z7|
2 = 0,
q1|z1|
2 − q2|z3|
2 + q3|z5|
2 + q4|z7|
2 = 0,
l1|z1|
2 − l2|z3|
2 + l3|z5|
2 + l4|z7|
2 = 0,
(2.54)
and
Sp(1) ⇒ |z1|
2 + |z3|
2 + |z5|
2 − |w7|
2 = 0, (2.55)
Moreover, we have to consider the sphere equation
|z1|
2 + |z3|
2 + |z5|
2 + |w7|
2 = 1. (2.56)
Then we can rewrite these equations as follows
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
p1 −p2 p3 p4
q1 −q2 q3 q4
l1 −l2 l3 l4
1 1 1 −1


|z1|
2
|w3|
2
|w5|
2
|w7|
2
 =

0
0
0
0
 , (2.57)
and the determinant is exactly one of 1±21±31±4 6= 0. Then we get only the trivial
solution. The remaining cases can be treated similarly. 
Another useful fact is the following
Proposition 2.4 Let (z, w) be is on a singular G˜−orbit of N(Θ) and suppose σ ≡ 0
in equations (2.20). Suppose that one block Mβ has rank = 2 and the system of
equations 3) in (2.39) holds. Then, for each α ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4} the block Mα has rank ≤ 2.
Proof . Without loss of generality, we can assume rankM1 = 2 and{
ǫρ = eiθ1 ,
ǫρ = eiθ1 ,
(2.58)
Now, consider another block Mγ with γ 6= 1. Since rank Mγ ≤ 3, then at least one of
the relations in (2.38) holds. So, we get either ǫρ = e±iθγ or ǫρ = e±iθγ . In the first case
(the other one can be treated in the same way), we get either

ǫρ = eiθ1 ,
ǫρ = eiθ1 ,
ǫρ = eiθγ ,
or

ǫρ = eiθ1 ,
ǫρ = eiθ1 ,
ǫρ = e−iθγ .
(2.59)
In particular it we have either eiθ1 = ǫρ = eiθγ or eiθ1 = ǫρ = e−iθγ . Thus, we also get
one of the further conditions ǫρ = e±iθγ , and it follows that rankMα ≤ 2 for each
α ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}. 
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Corollary 2.2 Let (z, w) ∈ N(Θ) be such that one of its quaternionic pairs (u2α−1, u2α)
belongs to one of the spaces (±,±)V α3 , and another one, say (u2β−1, u2β) with α 6= β, which
either belongs to V 4β or V
5
β . Then the isotropy subgroup G˜(z,w) is either the identity {Id}
or the non effective subgroup.
Proof . Suppose (u2α−1, u2α) ∈
(+,+)V α3 and (u2β−1, u2β) ∈ V
β
4 , the other cases can be
treated similarly. Then the fixed point equations relative to these quaternionic pairs
gives 
ǫρ = eiθα,
ǫρ = eiθα,
ǫρ = eiθβ ,
ǫρ = e−iθβ ,
⇐⇒

ei(θα−θβ) = 1,
ǫρ = eiθα,
ǫ = ǫ,
ρ = ρ,
(2.60)
In particular, the system of equations (2.60) holds for α = 1 and it follows that
ei(θ1−θγ) = 1,
ǫρ = eiθ1 ,
ǫ = ǫ,
ρ = ρ.
(2.61)
Note that, the fixed point equations (2.61) describe exactly the non effective subgroup.
In fact, under the assumption σ ≡ 0, the equations (2.61) are equivalent to those
described at the end of lemma 2.1, ( when all of the relations in (2.30) are verified).
Then we get the conclusion. 
Corollary 2.3 Let (z, w) be a point on a singular G˜− orbit of N(Θ). Suppose (z, w)
has a quaternionic pair (u2α−1, u2α) which is contained in one of
(±,±)V α3 , then all of
the four quaternionic pairs of (z, w) are contained in one of the spaces (±,±)V α3 ,
α ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}.
The proof of this corollary is a straightforward consequence of proposition 2.4 and
corollary 2.2.
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Remark 2.3. Lemma 2.2 allows to describe all of the possible strata for the action of
G˜ on C8 × C8. In fact, each point (z, w) ∈ C8 × C8 ∼= H8 can be thought as a 4× 8
complex matrix, then if (z, w) has no trivial isotropy, its own quaternionic pairs are
described by the eigenspaces listed in (2.35) and (2.36). Moreover, the singular
G˜−stata of N(Θ) can be obtained by intersecting N(Θ) with the G˜−strata of H8
having discrete isotropy. In particular, Corollary 2.3 allows to distinguish two different
families of singular points, the first one is given by points (z, w) such that all of their
quaternionc pairs are contained in (±,±)V α3 , α ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}. Instead, in the second
family, none of the points has a quaternionic pair contained in (±,±)V α3 . In the
following paragraph we consider the case of points (z, w) ∈ N(Θ) whose quaternionic
pairs are contained in (±,±)V α3 . 
2.1.1 G˜−strata S˜α characterized by quaternionic pairs
(u2α−1, u2α) of type
(±,±)V α3
By using the expression of the elements in (±,±)V α3 , it follows that each point in the
first mentioned family has the following shape
T (z, w) :=
(
z1 ±iz1 z3 ±iz3 z5 ±iz5 z7 ±iz7
w1 ±iw1 w3 ±iw3 w5 ±iw5 w7 ±iw7
)
. (2.62)
Then the fixed point equations become
ei(θ1±θα) = 1,
ǫρ = e±iθ1 ,
ǫρ = e±iθ1 ,
(2.63)
where α ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}. Now, by fixing a pair of signs (±,±) for the equations{
ǫρ = e±iθ1 ,
ǫρ = e±iθ1 ,
and a triple of signs (∓,∓,∓), relative to eiθ1 = e±iθα, α ∈ {2, 3, 4},
(which determines exactly one of the the determinats 1±21±31±4 ) we have that each
eigenspaces associated to the eingenvalues problem equations in (2.20) is univocally
determinated by a 5−ple of signs
(
(±,±), (±,±,±)
)
.
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Definition 2.2 In the following, each eigenspace will be indicated with its own 5− ple
of signs
(
(±,±), (±,±,±)
)
, that is
=
S
(±,±)
(±,±,±).
Remark 2.4. Let Mα be such that rank = 2 and suppose (u2α−1, u2α) ∈
(±,±)V α3 .
Then, the systems of equations 3) in (2.39), up to a sign, are either represented by
A)
{
ρǫ = eiθi,
ρǫ = e−iθi,
⇐⇒
{
ρ = ±1,
ǫ = ±e−iθ,
or by
B)
{
ρǫ = eiθi,
ρǫ = eiθ,
⇐⇒
{
ρ = ±e−iθ,
ǫ = ±1.
(2.64)
Now, evaluating the matrices Mα on the parameters which come from the case A), as
space of solutions we get either
(+,−)V α3 := {(z2α−1, w2α−1) ∈ C
2 | (z2α−1, iz2α−1, z2α−1,−iw2α−1)},
or
(−,+)V α3 := {(z2α−1, w2α−1) ∈ C
2 | (z2α−1,−iz2α−1, z2α−1, iw2α−1)}.
(2.65)
Instead in the case B) we either have
(+,+)V α3 := {(z2α−1, w2α−1) ∈ C
2 | (z2α−1, iz2α−1, z2α−1, iw2α−1)},
or
(−,−)V α3 := {(z2α−1, w2α−1) ∈ C
2 | (z2α−1,−iz2α−1, z2α−1,−iw2α−1)}.
(2.66)
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Lemma 2.3 The singular points (z, w) ∈ C8 × C8 which solve the eigenvalues problem
(2.20) and such that all of their quaternionic pair are contained in (±,±)V α3 , can be
divided into two subfamilies. The first family only depends on the case described in A)
at (2.64) and the second one on the case B).
Proof . Let (z, w) be a point in N(Θ) of the type above described. Note that it is
impossible that there exist two different indices α, β ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4, } such that Mα
satisfies the condition A) and Mβ the condition B). Otherwise, up to switch the index
signs, we would have 
ρǫ = eiθα ,
ρǫ = e−iθα
ρǫ = eiθβ ,
ρǫ = eiθβ ,
⇐⇒

eiθα−θβ = 1,
ρǫ = eiθα,
ǫ = ǫ,
ρ = ρ.
(2.67)
Now, the argument in corollary 2.9 gives that the the fixed point equations describe
the non effective subgroup, against our hypotheses. Then all the quaternionic pair
have to be of the same type. That is, either all of the quaternionic pair are linked to
the case A) or all of them are linked to the case B). So, referring to the cases A) and
B) we have that the only possible points which solve the fixed point equations in
(2.20) are listed in the following two subfamilies. First we consider
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1)
=
S
(+,+)
(+,+,−) :=
{(
z1 −iz1 z3 iz3 z5 iz5 z7 −iz7
w1 −iw1 w3 iw3 w5 iw5 w7 −iw7
)}
,
2)
=
S
(+,+)
(+,−,+) :=
{(
z1 −iz1 z3 iz3 z5 −iz5 z7 iz7
w1 −iw1 w3 iw3 w5 −iw5 w7 iw7
)}
,
3)
=
S
(+,+)
(−,+,+) :=
{(
z1 −iz1 z3 −iz3 z5 iz5 z7 iz7
w1 −iw1 w3 −iw3 w5 iw5 w7 iw7
)}
,
4)
=
S
(+,+)
(+,+,+)
)
:=
{(
z1 −iz1 z3 iz3 z5 iz5 z7 iz7
w1 −iw1 w3 iw3 w5 iw5 w7 iw7
)}
,
5)
=
S
(+,+)
(+,−,−) :=
{(
z1 −iz1 z3 iz3 z5 −iz5 z7 −iz7
w1 −iw1 w3 iw3 w5 −iw5 w7 −iw7
)}
,
6)
=
S
(+,+)
(−,+,−)
)
:=
{(
z1 −iz1 z3 −iz3 z5 iz5 z7 −iz7
w1 −iw1 w3 −iw3 w5 iw5 w7 −iw7
)}
,
7)
=
S
(+,+)
(−,−,+) :=
{(
z1 −iz1 z3 −iz3 z5 −iz5 z7 iz7
w1 −iw1 w3 −iw3 w5 −iw5 w7 iw7
)}
,
(2.68)
and note that the cases
=
S
(−,−)
(±,±,±) are completely similar. The second subfamily to
consider is
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8)
=
S
(+,−)
(+,+,+) :=
{(
z1 −iz1 z3 iz3 z5 iz5 z7 iz7
w1 iw1 w3 −iw3 w5 −iw5 w7 −iw7
)}
,
9)
=
S
(+,−)
(+,+,−) :=
{(
z1 −iz1 z3 iz3 z5 iz5 z7 −iz7
w1 iw1 w3 −iw3 w5 −iw5 w7 iw7
)}
,
10)
=
S
(+,−)
(+,−,+) :=
{(
z1 −iz1 z3 iz3 z5 −iz5 z7 iz7
w1 iw1 w3 −iw3 w5 iw5 w7 −iw7
)}
,
11)
=
S
(+,−)
(−,+,+) :=
{(
z1 −iz1 z3 −iz3 z5 iz5 z7 iz7
w1 iw1 w3 iw3 w5 −iw5 w7 −iw7
)}
,
12)
=
S
(+,−)
(+,−,−) :=
{(
z1 −iz1 z3 iz3 z5 −iz5 z7 −iz7
w1 iw1 w3 −iw3 w5 iw5 w7 iw7
)}
,
13)
=
S
(+,−)
(−,+,−)
)
:=
{(
z1 −iz1 z3 −iz3 z5 iz5 z7 −iz7
w1 iw1 w3 iw3 w5 −iw5 w7 iw7
)}
,
14)
=
S
(+,−)
(−,−,+) :=
{(
z1 −iz1 z3 −iz3 z5 −iz5 z7 iz7
w1 iw1 w3 iw3 w5 iw5 w7 −iw7
)}
,
15)
=
S
(+,−)
(−,−,−) :=
{(
z1 −iz1 z3 −iz3 z5 −iz5 z7 iz7
w1 iw1 w3 iw3 w5 iw5 w7 −w7
)}
.
(2.69)
The last cases
=
S
(−,+)
(±,±,±) have a completely similar description. Note the singular strata
reltive to the submanifold N(Θ) come from the intersection of the above eigenspaces
with the manifold N(Θ). 
Corollary 2.4 The cases of
=
S
(−,−)
(+,+,+) and
=
S
(+,+)
(−,−,−) give an empty intersection with the
zero set N(Θ).
Proof . Consider the case of
=
S
(−,−)
(+,+,+) (the other case can be treated in the same way ).
An element of this set can be thought as
T (z, w) =
(
z1 −iz1 z3 −iz3 z5 −iz5 z7 −iz7
w1 −iw1 w3 −iw3 w5 −iw5 w7 −iw7
)
. (2.70)
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The moment map, relative to the 3-torus T 3Θ, in this case gives the equations{ ∑4
α=1 dα(|z2α−1|
2 + |w2α−1|
2) = 0,∑4
α=1 dα(z2α−1w2α−1 − z2α−1w2α−1) = 0,
(2.71)
where dα = pα, qα and lα. Then it follows that equations in (2.71) admit only the
trivial solution (z, w) = (0, 0). Thus we get the conclusion.
Remark 2.5 Note that, each of the eigenspaces listed in (2.68) is G˜−invariant. Then,
these eigenspaces actually describe a family of G˜-strata in H8. Instead, the eigenspaces
in (2.69) are not G˜−invariant, and in the next proposition 2.5 we will prove that they
do not intersect N(Θ).
Proposition 2.5 The families of eigenspaces
=
S
(+,−)
(±,±,±) and
=
S
(−,+)
(±,±,±) do not intersect the
manifold N(Θ) = µ−1(0) ∩ ν−1(0).
Proof Consider the family of solutions
=
S
(+,−)
(±,±,±) (the proof in the case of the remaing
sets
=
S
(−,+)
(±,±,±) is similar). Let us recall that the equations provided by the Sp(1)
moment map µ are the following

∑4
α=1 (zα + jwα)i(zα + jwα) = 0,∑4
α=1 (zα + jwα)j(zα + jwα) = 0,∑4
α=1 (zα + jwα)k(zα + jwα) = 0.
(2.72)
By reading these equations on the points (z, w) in
=
S
(−,+)
(±,±,±), we obtain
{ ∑4
α=1(|z2α−1|
2 − |w2α−1|
2) = 0,∑4
α=1 z2α−1w2α−1 = 0.
(2.73)
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In fact, for each point (z, w) which belongs to one of the spaces
=
S
(+,−)
(±,±,±), we have that
the last two equations in (2.72) are automatically satisfied. Instead, the first of these
equations yields the system of equations in (2.73). In particular, the equations in
(2.73) are the same for all the eigenspaces listed in the second subfamily. Now consider
the moment map ν, relative to the 3-torus T 3Θ. In the following dα indicate the weights
pα, qα and lα, for α ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}. Then, the moment map ν yields the following
equations
{ ∑4
α=1 dαIm(z2α−1z2α + w2α−1w2α) = 0,∑4
α=1 dα(z2α−1w2α − z2αw2α−1) = 0,
(2.74)
By evaluating these equations on a point (z, w) which belongs to one of the spaces
=
S
(+,−)
(±,±,±), we obtain
{ ∑4
α=1(−1)
mαdα(|z2α−1|
2 − |w2α−1|
2) = 0,∑4
α=1(−1)
mαdαz2α−1w2α−1 = 0,
(2.75)
the indices mα only depend on the 5− ple of signs of the chosen eigenspace. Let us
rewrite these systems of equations as follows,

∑4
α=1(−1)
mαpα(|z2α−1|
2 − |w2α−1|
2) = 0,∑4
α=1(−1)
mαqα(|z2α−1|
2 − |w2α−1|
2) = 0,∑4
α=1(−1)
mα li(|z2α−1|
2 − |w2α−1|
2) = 0,∑4
α=1(|z2α−1|
2 − |w2α−1|
2) = 0,
∪

∑4
α=1(−1)
mαpαz2α−1w2α−1 = 0,∑4
α=1(−1)
mαqαz2α−1w2α−1 = 0,∑4
α=1(−1)
mα lαz2α−1w2α−1 = 0,∑4
α=1 z2α−1w2α−1 = 0.
(2.76)
These two systems have the same matrix of coefficients, and hence the same
determinant. Note that, this determinant is one of the 1±21±31±4, which never vanish
under our assumptions. Then, from the first system of equations in (2.76) we get
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|z2α−1|
2 = |w2α−1|
2 > 0, (2.77)
for each α ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}. The condition they have to be bigger than zero depends on
the fact that each quaternionic pair does not vanish. Similarly from the second system
of equation in (2.76) we get the further conditions
z2α−1w2α−1 = 0, (2.78)
for each α ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}. Then it holds either z2α−1 = 0 or w2α−1 = 0, α ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}.
So the only solution for these two system of equations is (z, w) = (0, 0) which does not
belong to N(Θ). Then, we do not care about the eigenspaces in (2.69).
Proposition 2.6 Consider the families of complex vector spaces
=
S
(+,+)
(±,±,±) and
=
S
(−,−)
(±,±,±).
Then, it follows that just one of these complex spaces intersects the zero set
N(Θ) = µ−1(0) ∩ ν−1(0).
Proof . Consider the the eigenspaces in the first family. By reading the Sp(1)−
moment map equations in (2.72) on any point (z, w), which belongs to one of the
eigenspaces
=
S
(+,+)
(±,±,±) we get the following system of equations
{ ∑4
α=1(|z2α−1|
2 − |w2α−1|
2) = 0,∑4
α=1w2α−1z2α−1 = 0,
(2.79)
Note that the equations in (2.79) describe the Stiefel manifold S = U(4)/U(2) of the
2-complex frames in C4. Besides these equations are common for all of the eigenspaces
=
S
(+,+)
(±,±,±). Instead by evaluating the T
3
Θ moment map equations on a generic point
(z, w) which belongs to one of the spaces we are dealing with, we obtain
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4∑
α=1
(−1)mαdα(|z2α−1|
2 + |w2α−1|
2) = 0, (2.80)
for each dα = pα, qα, lα and α ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}. Let us rewrite the equations in (2.80) as
4∑
α=1
(−1)mαdα|u2α−1|
2 = 0, (2.81)
where u2α−1 = z2α−1 + jw2α−1 for each α ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}. Now, by using the notation we
have introduced in (2.81), the intersection of the sphere S31 with each eigenspace in
=
S
(+,+)
(±,±,±) is described by the equation
8∑
α=1
|uα|
2 =
4∑
α=1
2|u2α−1|
2 = 1. (2.82)
By considering together the equations in (2.81) and (2.82) we get the following system
of equations

(−1)m1p1 (−1)
m2p2 (−1)
m3p3 (−1)
m4p4
(−1)m1q1 (−1)
m2q2 (−1)
m3q3 (−1)
m4q4
(−1)m1 l1 (−1)
m2l2 (−1)
m3l3 (−1)
m4l4
1 1 1 1


|u1|
2
|u3|
2
|u5|
2
|u7|
2
 =

0
0
0
1
2
 . (2.83)
then we obtain

2|u1|
2 = ±∆2341±21±31±4
> 0,
2|u3|
2 = ±∆1341±21±31±4
> 0,
2|u5|
2 = ±∆1241±21±31±4
> 0,
2|u7|
2 = ±∆1231±21±31±4
> 0.
(2.84)
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Note that, after we have fixed the weigth matrix Θ, the minor determinants ∆αβγ are
univocally determinated. Then the system of equations in (2.84) admits a unique
solution in terms of |uα|
2, and the relations (1.32)) give that N(Θ) intersects exactly
one of the eigenspaces
=
S
(+,+)
(±,±,±). As a consequence, when
=
S
(+,+)
(±,±,±) ∩N(Θ) 6= ∅, it
follows that dim
(=
S
(+,+)
(±,±,±) ∩N(Θ)
)
= 9 and
(=
S
(+,+)
(±,±,±) ∩N(Θ)
)
/G˜ ∼= S2. 
Example 2.1. In order to have a better description of Proposition 2.5, as an example
we consider the case when the moment map equations in (2.84) become

p1 p2 −p3 −p4
q1 q2 −q3 −q4
l1 l2 −l3 −l4
1 1 1 1


|u1|
2
|u3|
2
|u5|
2
|u7|
2
 =

0
0
0
1
2
 , (2.85)
and it follows

2|u1|
2 = −∆2341−21+31+4
> 0,
2|u3|
2 = ∆1341−21+31+4
> 0,
2|u5|
2 = ∆1241−21+31+4
> 0,
2|u7|
2 = −∆1231−21+31+4
> 0.
(2.86)
Suppose this system of equations admit solutions. Hence, we would have that
∆234
|∆124|
=
∆134
|∆134|
and
∆123
|∆123|
=
∆234
|∆234|
. (2.87)
Then, according to the sign of 1−21+31+4, the identities (2.86) ( which involved the
determinants ∆αβγ and
1±2

1±3
1±4 as showed in (1.32)) admit exactly one solution in
terms of ∆αβγ and
1±2

1±3
1±4. Then, the only eigenspace which have a non null
intersection with N(Θ) is
=
S
(+,+)
(+,+,−).
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2.1.2 G˜−strata S˜α characterized by quaternionic pairs
(u2α−1, u2α) of type
±V α1 ,
±V α2 , V
α
4 and V
α
5
Consider now the points (z, w) ∈ H8 which have no quaternionic pairs of type (±,±)V α3 .
First, note that the complex vector spaces ±V α1 ,
±V α2 , V
α
4 and V
α
5 , α ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4} are
not invariant for the action of the group G˜. Then, a singular stratum
=
S ⊂ H8 whose
points have quaternionic coordinates (u2α−1, u2α) in one of these spaces can be
described as
G˜ ·
V :=︷ ︸︸ ︷{(
u1 u2 u3 u4 u5 u6 u7 u8
)}
. (2.88)
Here, V is a vector space whose quaternionic pairs are in one of the spaces ±V α1 ,
±V α2 ,
V α4 and V
α
5 .
Lemma 2.4 Let
=
S = G˜ · V be a singular stratum of those in (2.88). Then dim G˜ · V =
dimV + 2.
Proof . Note that H˜ := Sp(1)× U(1)ǫ × U(1) is the biggest subgroup of G˜ that fixes
each vector space V . Consider
G˜×H˜ V :=
{
[(g,u)] | g ∈ G˜ and u ∈ V
}
, (2.89)
where [(g,u)] = [(g1,u1)] if and only if there exists h ∈ H˜ such that (g1,u1) = (gh
−1,
h · u). We have that, G˜×H˜ V is a V -vector bundle over G˜/H˜ , and we can define the
G˜−action Λ : G˜×
(
G˜×H˜ V
)
→ G˜×H˜ V , given by
g′ · [(g,u)] := [(g′g,u)]. (2.90)
Then, by using the G˜−equivariant diffeomorphism
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Γ : G˜ · V −→ G˜×H˜ V,
g · u 7−→ [(g,u)]
(2.91)
it follows that G˜ · V ∼= G˜×H˜ V . Since G˜/H˜
∼= S2, we have that G˜ · V is a vector
bundle over S2 with fiber V :
V → G˜ · V → G˜/H˜ ∼= S2. (2.92)
As a direct consequence dim G˜ · V = dimV + 2. 
Let us recall that the G˜−strata S˜ of N(Θ) can be obtained by taking the intersection
of the G˜−strata
=
S, of H8, with H(Θ). Then lemma 2.4 will be very useful in order to
compute the dimension of the strata S˜ = G˜·V ∩N(Θ)
G˜
of Z6(Θ). Then we have the
following result
Lemma 2.5 In order to describe the moment map equations of T 3Θ and Sp(1) on the
strata G˜ · V , it is sufficient to compute them on the relative vector spaces V .
Proof . First, note that
1) G˜ ·
(
z2α−1 z2α
0 0
)
=
(
v2α−1ǫ v2αǫ
v2α−1σ v2ασ
)
,
2) G˜ ·
(
0 0
w2β−1 ±iw2β−1
)
=
(
−v2β−1σ ∓iv2βσ
v2β−1ǫ ±iv2βǫ
)
,
(2.93)
where v2α−1 =
(
cos θαz2α−1 + sin θαz2α
)
ρ, v2α =
(
− sin θαz2α−1 + cos θαz2α
)
ρ and
v2β−1 = e
±iθβw2β−1ρ. In order to describe the Sp(1) moment map equations , on the
sets in (2.88), we have to compute the following
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1) (ǫ+ jσ)vα i (ǫ+ jσ)vα = vα(ǫ− jσ)i(ǫ+ jσ)vα = i|vα|
2(|ǫ|2 − |σ|2) + 2kǫσ(vα)
2,
2) (−σ + jǫ)vα i (−σ + jǫ)vα = (ǫ+ jσ)jvα i (ǫ+ jσ)jvα = −i|vα|
2(|ǫ|2 − |σ|2)−
2kǫσ(vα)
2,
3) (−σ + jǫ)ivα i (−σ + jǫ)ivα = (ǫ+ jσ)jivα i (ǫ+ jσ)jivα = (ǫ+ jσ)kvα i (ǫ+
jσ)kvα = −i|vα|
2(|ǫ|2 − |σ|2) + 2kǫσ(vα)
2.
(2.94)
Then we have to consider
4) (ǫ+ jσ)vα j (ǫ+ jσ)vα = vα(ǫ− jσ)j(ǫ+ jσ)vα = j((ǫ)
2 + (σ)2)(vα)
2 + 2iIm(ǫσ)|vα|
2,
5) (−σ + jǫ)vα j (−σ + jǫ)vα = (ǫ+ jσ)jvα j (ǫ+ jσ)jvα = j((ǫ)
2 + (σ)2)(vα)
2−
2iIm(ǫσ)|vα|
2,
6) (−σ + jǫ)ivα j (−σ + jǫ)ivα = (ǫ+ jσ)kvα j (ǫ+ jσ)kvα = −j((ǫ)
2 + (σ)2)(vα)
2−
2iIm(ǫσ)|vα|
2,
(2.95)
and
7) (ǫ+ jσ)vα k (ǫ+ jσ)vα = vα(ǫ− jσ)k(ǫ+ jσ)vα = k((ǫ)
2 − (σ)2)(vα)
2 − 2iRe(ǫσ)|vα|
2,
8) (−σ + jǫ)vα k (−σ + jǫ)vα = (ǫ+ jσ)jvα k (ǫ+ jσ)jvα = −k((ǫ)
2 − (σ)2)(vα)
2+
2iRe(ǫσ)|vα|
2,
9) (−σ + jǫ)ivα k (−σ + jǫ)ivα = (ǫ+ jσ)kvα k (ǫ+ jσ)kvα = k((ǫ)
2 − (σ)2)(vα)
2+
2iRe(ǫσ)|vα|
2.
(2.96)
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By using these relations we can describe the Sp(1)−momemt map equations. For
example consider the case of
(+,+)
=
S1234 = G˜ ·
(+,+)
=
V 1234:=︷ ︸︸ ︷{(
z1 z2 z3 z4 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 w5 iw5 w7 iw7
)}
. (2.97)
Then by reading the Sp(1)−moment map given by (2.94), (2.95) and (2.96), on
(+,+)
=
S1234 we have:
(|ǫ|2 − |σ|2)
(∑4
α=1 |vα|
2 − 2|w5|
2 − 2|w7|
2
)
= 0,
Im(ǫσ)
(∑4
α=1 |vα|
2 − 2|w5|
2 − 2|w7|
2
)
= 0,
Re(ǫσ)
(∑4
α=1 |vα|
2 − 2|w5|
2 − 2|w7|
2
)
= 0,
((ǫ)2 + (σ)2)
∑4
α=1(vα)
2 = 0,
((ǫ)2 − (σ)2)
∑4
α=1(vα)
2 = 0,
ǫσ
∑4
α=1(vα)
2 = 0,
(2.98)
if and only if
{ ∑4
α=1 |vα|
2 − 2|w5|
2 − 2|w7|
2 = 0,∑4
α=1(vα)
2 = 0.
(2.99)
A direct computation shows that these equations coincide with the Sp(1)−moment
map equations on the vector space (+,+)
=
V 1234. A similar computation allows to describe
the T 3Θ moment map equations on the vector space
(+,+)
=
V 1234. For the other sets in
(2.88) we can use the same argument. Then we get the conclusion.
Proposition 2.7 Let (z, w) ∈ H8 be a singular point of those in (2.88). Then (z, w)
has at most two quaternionic pairs which are either contained in ±V α1 or
±V α2 .
Proof . We can easily exclude the case of an element which have all of its quaternionic
pairs in ±V α1 or
±V α2 . In fact, up to row and column permuations, these cases are given
by
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G˜ ·
{(
z1 ±iz1 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 w3 ±iw3 w5 ±iw5 w7 ±iw7
)}
,
or
G˜ ·
{(
z1 ±iz1 z3 ±iz3 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 w5 ±iw5 w7 ±iw7
)}
.
(2.100)
Then, it follows that the moment map equations of T 3Θ and Sp(1), on the first family of
sets in (2.100), read
T 3Θ ⇒

p1|z1|
2 − p2|w3|
2 − p3|w5|
2 − p4|w7|
2 = 0,
q1|z1|
2 − q2|w3|
2 − q3|w5|
2 − q4|w7|
2 = 0,
l1|z1|
2 − l2|w3|
2 − l3|w5|
2 − l4|w7|
2 = 0,
and
Sp(1) ⇒ |z1|
2 − |w3|
2 − |w5|
2 − |w7|
2 = 0.
(2.101)
In the following we will often use these notation to indicate the moment map
equations relative to T 3Θ and Sp(1). Moreover, we have to consider the sphere equation
|z1|
2 + |w3|
2 + |w5|
2 + |w7|
2 = 1. (2.102)
Then we can rewrite these equations as follows

p1 −p2 −p3 −p4
q1 −q2 −q3 −q4
l1 −l2 −l3 −l4
1 −1 −1 −1


|z1|
2
|w3|
2
|w5|
2
|w7|
2
 =

0
0
0
0
 , (2.103)
the determinant associated is exactly 1+21+31+4 6= 0, then we get only the trivial
solution. The other cases can be treated in the same way. Now, we study the case of
singular points which have three quaternionic pairs which either belong to ±V α1 or
±V α2 . Then, up to columns permutations, we have only the following possibilities
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(z, w) ∈ V 14 ×
±V 22 ×
±V 32 ×
±V 42 ,
or
(z, w) ∈ V 15 ×
±V 21 ×
±V 31 ×
±V 41 .
(2.104)
In the first case of (2.104) the fixed point equations become
ǫρ = eiθ1 ,
ǫρ = e−iθ1 ,
ǫρ = e±iθ2 ,
ǫρ = e±iθ3 ,
ǫρ = e±iθ4 ,
⇐⇒

ei(θ2∓θ3) = 1,
ei(θ2∓θ4) = 1,
ǫρ = e±iθ2 ,
ǫρ = eiθ1 ,
ǫρ = e−iθ1 ,
(2.105)
then, the determinant associated to the matrix of coefficients, up to rows
permutations, becomes
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
p2 ∓ p3 q2 ∓ q3 l2 ∓ l3 0 0
p2 ∓ p4 q2 ∓ q4 l2 ∓ l4 0 0
2p1 2q1 2l1 0 0
p1 q1 l1 −1 −1
p2 q2 l2 ±1 ∓1
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
= ±4
(
∆124 −∆123 +∆134
)
. (2.106)
The sets described by the relations in (2.104), up to row permuatations have the
following shape:
(±,±,±)
=
S1234 := G˜ ·
{(
z1 z2 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 w3 ±iw3 w5 ±iw5 w7 ±iw7
)}
={(
v1ǫ v2ǫ −v3σ ∓iv3σ −v5σ ∓iv5σ −v7σ ∓iv7σ
v1σ v2σ v3ǫ ±iv3ǫ v5ǫ ±iv5ǫ v7ǫ ±iv7ǫ
)}
,
(2.107)
where v1 =
(
cos θ1z1 + sin θ1z2
)
ρ, v2 =
(
− sin θ1z1 + cos θ1z2
)
ρ and v2α−1 =
e±iθαw2α−1ρ with α ∈ {2, 3, 4}. We have that, up to column permutations, the stratum
(±,±,±)
=
S1234 describes all the strata whose points have three quaternionic pairs which
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either belong to ±V α1 or
±V α2 . Since the moment map µ is T
3
Θ−equaivariant, ν is
Sp(1)− equivariant and the submanifold N(Θ) is G−invariant, then in order to
compute the moment map equations on the stratum (±,±,±)
=
S1234, it is sufficient to do
this on the vector space{(
z1 z2 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 w3 ±iw3 w5 ±iw5 w7 ±iw7
)}
. (2.108)
Then, by using the notation introduced in (2.101) and (??), the T 3Θ and Sp(1) moment
map equations read
T 3Θ ⇒

p1Im(z1z2)− p2|w3|
2 − p3|w5|
2 − p4|w7|
2 = 0,
q1Im(z1z2)− q2|w3|
2 − q3|w5|
2 − q4|w7|
2 = 0,
l1Im(z1z2)− l2|w3|
2 − l3|w5|
2 − l4|w7|
2 = 0,
and
Sp(1) ⇒
{
|z1|
2 + |z2|
2 − 2|w3|
2 − 2|w5|
2 − 2|w7|
2 = 0,
(z1)
2 + (z2)
2 = 0,
(2.109)
Moreover, we have to consider the sphere equation
|z1|
2 + |z2|
2 + 2|w3|
2 + 2|w5|
2 + 2|w7|
2 = 1. (2.110)
Let us rewrite the Sp(1)−moment map equations in ( 2.109) and the sphere equation (
2.110) as follows 
|z1|
2 + |z2|
2 = 1
2
,
|w3|
2 + |w5|
2 + |w7|
2 = 1
4
,
(z1)
2 + (z2)
2 = 0,
(2.111)
Note that, dim (±,±,±)
=
S1234 = 12 and the intersection
(±,±,±)
=
S1234 ∩N(Θ) would be
described by the equations in ( 2.109) and ( 2.111). Then, we would have that
dim
(
(±,±,±)
=
S1234 ∩N(Θ)
)
= 5. Since dim G˜ = 7, and the action of G˜ is locally free on
N(Θ), it follows that each of (±,±,±)
=
S1234 does not intersect N(Θ). The other cases can
be treated analogously.
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Now, consider the case of a singular point (z, w) ∈ H8 which has two quaternionic
pairs cointained either in ±V α1 or
±V α2 . Without loss of generality, we can assume these
two quaternionic pairs being (u5, u6) and (u7, u8) respectively. Note that, up to the
G˜−action, (u2α−1, u2α), α ∈ {3, 4} have to be contained in the same eigenspace,
analogously (u2α−1, u2α), α ∈ {1, 2} have to be contained in the same eigenspace and in
order to avoid rank (z, w) < 4 the only possible solutions are either
(z, w) ∈ V 14 × V
2
4 ×
±V 32 ×
±V 42 ,
or
(z, w) ∈ V 15 × V
2
5 ×
±V 31 ×
±V 41 ,
(2.112)
Consider the first case ( the second one can be studied similarly). Then we have
(±,±,±)
=
S1234 := G˜ ·
{(
z1 z2 z3 z4 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 w5 ±iw5 w7 ±iw7
)}
={(
v1ǫ v2ǫ v3ǫ v4ǫ −v5σ ∓iv5σ −v7σ ∓iv7σ
v1σ v2σ v3σ v4σ v5ǫ ±iv5ǫ v7ǫ ±iv7ǫ
)}
(2.113)
where v2α−1 =
(
cos θαz2α−1 + sin θαz2α
)
ρ, v2α =
(
− sin θαz2α−1 + cos θαz2α
)
ρ and
v2β−1 = e
±iθβw2β−1ρ with α ∈ {1, 2}, β ∈ {3, 4}. Note that, the stratum described in
(2.113) has dimension 14. The fixed point equations become
ǫρ = eiθ1 ,
ǫρ = e−iθ1 ,
ǫρ = eiθ2 ,
ǫρ = e−iθ2 ,
ǫρ = e±iθ3 ,
ǫρ = e±iθ4 ,
⇐⇒

ei(θ1−θ2) = 1,
ei(θ3∓θ4) = 1,
ǫρ = eiθ1 ,
ǫρ = e−iθ1 ,
ǫρ = e±iθ3 .
(2.114)
The determinant associated to the matrix of coefficients, up to rows permutations,
becomes:
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∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
p1 − p2 q1 − q2 l1 − l2 0 0
p3 ∓ p4 q3 ∓ q4 l3 ∓ l4 0 0
2p1 2q1 2l1 0 0
p1 q1 l1 −1 −1
p3 q3 l3 ±1 ∓1
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
= ±4
(
−∆123 ±∆124
)
. (2.115)
The moment map equations read
T 3Θ ⇒

p1Im(z1z2) + p2Im(z3z4)∓ p3|w5|
2 ∓ p4|w7|
2 = 0,
q1Im(z1z2) + q2Im(z3z4)∓ q3|w5|
2 ∓ q4|w7|
2 = 0,
l1Im(z1z2) + l2Im(z3z4)∓ l3|w5|
2 ∓ l4|w7|
2 = 0,
(2.116)
and
Sp(1) ⇒
{
|z1|
2 + |z2|
2 + |z3|
2 + |z4|
2 − 2|w5|
2 − 2|w7|
2 = 0,
(z1)
2 + (z2)
2 + (z3)
2 + (z4)
2 = 0,
(2.117)
besides, we have to consider the sphere equation
|z1|
2 + |z2|
2 + |z3|
2 + |z4|
2 + 2|w5|
2 + 2|w7|
2 = 1. (2.118)
When the quaternionic pairs (w5,±iw5) and (w7,±iw7) have the same sign, the
equations (2.116) give
Im(z1z2) = ±
∆234
∆123
|w7|
2, Im(z3z4) = ∓
∆134
∆123
|w7|
2 and |w5|
2 = −
∆124
∆123
|w7|
2. (2.119)
Moreover, the equations (2.117) and (2.118) yields
|w5|
2 + |w7|
2 =
1
4
. (2.120)
By taking the equation (2.120) and the value of |w5|
2 in (2.119), we get |w5|
2(∆124
−∆123) =
1
4
∆124. Thus when |w5| = |w7| 6= 0, we have that −∆123 +∆124 6= 0 and the
determinat (2.115) does not vanish. In this case dim
(
(±,±,±)
=
S1234 ∩N(Θ)
)
= 7. Since
dim G˜ = 7, we have that each quotient
(
(±,±,±)
=
S1234 ∩N(Θ)
)
/G˜ on the twistor space
Z6(Θ) coincides with a point. The remaining spaces of this type can be treated
similarly and the associated G˜−strata are just the following
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1) (±,±)
=
S1234 := G˜ ·
{(
z1 z2 z3 z4 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 w5 ±iw5 w7 ±iw7
)}
,
2) (±,±)
=
S1324 := G˜ ·
{(
z1 z2 0 0 z5 z6 0 0
0 0 w3 ±iw3 0 0 w7 ±iw7
)}
,
3) (±,±)
=
S1423 := G˜ ·
{(
z1 z2 0 0 0 0 z7 z8
0 0 w3 ±iw3 w5 ±iw5 0 0
)}
,
4) (±,±)
=
S2413 := G˜ ·
{(
0 0 z3 z4 0 0 z7 z8
w1 ±iw1 0 0 w5 ±iw5 0 0
)}
,
5) (±,±)
=
S3412 := G˜ ·
{(
0 0 0 0 z5 z6 z7 z8
w1 ±iw1 w3 ±iw3 0 0 0 0
)}
,
6) (±,±)
=
S2413 := G˜ ·
{(
0 0 z3 z4 0 0 z7 z8
w1 ±iw1 0 0 w5 ±iw5 0 0
)}
.
(2.121)
The last case we have to consider, is that one when there is just a quaternionic pair
which is either contained in ±V α1 or
±V α2 . As a consequence the only possibilities are
the following
(z, w) ∈ V 14 × V
2
4 ×
±V 34 ×
±V 42 ,
or
(z, w) ∈ V 15 × V
2
5 ×
±V 35 ×
±V 41 .
(2.122)
Note that the two cases in (2.122), up to multiply on the left by j, concide, then all of
the possible spaces of solutions are the following
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1) +
=
S1234 := G˜ ·
{(
z1 z2 z3 z4 z5 z6 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 w7 iw7
)}
,
2) −
=
S1234 := G˜ ·
{(
z1 z2 z3 z4 z5 z6 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 w7 −iw7
)}
,
3) +
=
S1243 := G˜ ·
{(
z1 z2 z3 z4 0 0 z7 z8
0 0 0 0 w5 iw5 0 0
)}
,
4) −
=
S1243 := G˜ ·
{(
z1 iz1 z3 z4 0 0 z7 z8
0 0 0 0 w5 −iw5 0 0
)}
,
5) +
=
S1342 := G˜ ·
{(
z1 z2 0 0 z5 z6 z7 z8
0 0 w3 iw3 0 0 0 0
)}
,
6) −
=
S1342 := G˜ ·
{(
z1 z2 0 0 z5 z6 z7 z8
0 0 w3 −iw3 0 0 0 0
)}
,
7) +
=
S2341 := G˜ ·
{(
0 0 z3 z4 z5 z6 z7 z8
w1 −iw1 0 0 0 0 0 0
)}
,
8) −
=
S2341 := G˜ ·
{(
0 0 z3 z4 z5 z6 z7 z8
w1 −iw1 0 0 0 0 0 0
)}
.
(2.123)
Note that ±
=
S2341 is equivalent to
G˜ ·
{(
0 0 z3 z4 z5 z6 z7 z8
w1 ±iw1 0 0 0 0 0 0
)}
=
G˜ ·
{(
z1 ±iz1 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 w3 w4 w5 w6 w7 w8
)}
.
(2.124)
Now, consider the pair of strata ±
=
S1234 . Then, the fixed point equations relative to this
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stratum become 
ei(θ1−θ2) = 1,
ei(θ1−θ3) = 1,
ǫρ = eiθ1 ,
ǫρ = e−iθ1 ,
ǫρ = e±iθ4 .
(2.125)
Then the determinant of the coefficient matrix, up to a sign, becomes∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
p1 − p2 q1 − q2 l1 − l2 0 0
p1 − p3 q1 − q3 l1 − l3 0 0
2p1 2q1 2l1 0 0
p1 q1 l1 −1 −1
p4 q4 l4 ±1 ∓1
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
= ±4∆123. (2.126)
In the general case we have that the matrix of coefficients associated to the fixed point
equations, up to a column permutation for the first quaternionic pair, become∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
p1 − pα q1 − qα l1 − lα 0 0
p1 − pβ q1 − qβ l1 − lβ 0 0
2p1 2q1 2l1 0 0
p1 q1 l1 −1 −1
pγ qγ lγ ±1 ∓1
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
= ±4∆1αβ , (2.127)
where α, β, γ ∈ {2, 3, 4} and α, β, γ different to each other. Note that the isotropy for
the strata listed in (2.123), up to move the first quaternionic coordinate, only depends
on the minor determinants ±∆αβγ . Now, for the moment map equations relative to
the case of ±
=
S1234 we obtain
T 3Θ ⇒

p1Im(z1z2) + p2Im(z3z4) + p3Im(z5z6)− p4|w7|
2 = 0,
q1Im(z1z2) + q2Im(z3z4) + q3Im(z5z6)− q4|w7|
2 = 0,
l1Im(z1z2) + l2Im(z3z4) + l3Im(z5z6)− l4|w7|
2 = 0,
(2.128)
and
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Sp(1) ⇒
{
|z1|
2 + |z2|
2 + |z3|
2 + |z4|
2 + |z5|
2 + |z6|
2 − 2|w7|
2 = 0,
(z1)
2 + (z2)
2 + (z3)
2 + (z4)
2 + (z5)
2 + (z6)
2 = 0,
(2.129)
and we have to consider the sphere equation
|z1|
2 + |z2|
2 + |z3|
2 + |z4|
2 + |z5|
2 + |z6|
2 + 2|w7|
2 = 1. (2.130)
The equations in (2.128), (2.129) and (2.130) give dim
(
±
=
S1234 ∩N(Θ)
)
= 9, then in
follows that dim
(
±
=
S1234 ∩N(Θ)/G˜
)
= 2, that is, on the twistor level we have exactly a
2−sphere S2. The other cases in ( 2.123) can be treated in the same way. 
Notice that, the singular strata (relative to the action of G˜ on H8) whose points have
no quaternionic pair is contained in ±V α1 or
±V α2 , up to row permutations, are the
following
1)
=
S1234 := G˜ ·
{(
z1 z2 z3 z4 z5 z6 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 w7 w8
)}
,
2)
=
S1243 := G˜ ·
{(
z1 z2 z3 z4 0 0 z7 z8
0 0 0 0 w5 w6 0 0
)}
,
3)
=
S1342 := G˜ ·
{(
z1 z2 0 0 z3 z4 z7 z8
0 0 w3 w4 0 0 0 0
)}
,
4)
=
S1234 := G˜ ·
{(
z1 z2 z3 z4 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 w5 w6 w7 w8
)}
.
5)
=
S1324 := G˜ ·
{(
z1 z2 0 0 z5 z6 0 0
0 0 w3 w4 0 0 w7 w8
)}
,
6)
=
S1423 := G˜ ·
{(
z1 z2 0 0 0 0 z7 z8
0 0 w3 w4 w5 w6 0 0
)}
,
7)
=
S1234 := G˜ ·
{(
z1 z2 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 w3 w4 w5 w6 w7 w8
)}
.
(2.131)
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Then we have the following result
Theorem 2.3 The strata
=
Sαβγδ and
=
Sαβγδ intersect the submanifold N(Θ) and their
intersections are such that
1)
=
Sαβγδ ∩N(Θ) is formed by the two connected components
+
=
Sαβγδ ∩N(Θ) and
−
=
Sαβγδ ∩N(Θ),
2)
=
Sαβγδ ∩N(Θ) is formed by one connected components.
(2.132)
Moreover, each of the strata
=
Sαβγδ contains at most four substrata of those listed in
(2.121).
Proof . The cases 1), 2), 3) and 7) in (2.131) are similar, then it is sufficient to study
the first one. Analogously, in order to study the cases 4), 5) and 6) it is enought to
consider
=
S1234. The moment map equations on the stratum
=
S1234 become
T 3Θ ⇒

p1Im(z1z2) + p2Im(z3z4) + p3Im(z5z6) + p4Im(w7w8) = 0,
q1Im(z1z2) + q2Im(z3z4) + q3Im(z5z6) + q4Im(w7w8) = 0,
l1Im(z1z2) + l2Im(z3z4) + l3Im(z5z6) + l4Im(w7w8) = 0,
(2.133)
and
Sp(1) ⇒

|z1|
2 + |z2|
2 + |z3|
2 + |z4|
2 + |z5|
2 + |z6|
2 − |w7|
2 − |w8|
2 = 0,
(z1)
2 + (z2)
2 + (z3)
2 + (z4)
2 + (z5)
2 + (z6)
2 = 0,
(w7)
2 + (w8)
2 = 0.
(2.134)
In order to describe the intersection
=
S1234 ∩N(Θ), as usual we have to consider also the
sphere equation
∑6
α=1 |zα|
2 + |w7|
2 + |w8|
2 = 1. By using these equations, we get
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{
|w7|
2 + |w8|
2 = 1
2
,
(w7)
2 + (w8)
2 = 0,
⇒
{
w8 = ±iw7,
|w7|
2 = 1
4
.
(2.135)
Then, we have that ±
=
S1234 ⊃
=
S1234 = 18, from the moment map equations it follows that
dim
=
S1234 = 18, and dim
(( =
S1234 ∩N(Θ)
)
/G˜
)
= 2 = dim
((
±
=
S1234 ∩N(Θ)
)
/G˜
)
. Then,(
±
=
S1234 ∩N(Θ)
)
/G˜ ∼=
( =
S1234 ∩N(Θ)
)
/G˜ is isomorphic to a 2−sphere S2. Now,
consider the moment map equations on
=
S1234, it follows that:
T 3Θ ⇒

p1Im(z1z2) + p2Im(z3z4) + p3Im(w5w6) + p4Im(w7w8) = 0,
q1Im(z1z2) + q2Im(z3z4) + q3Im(z5z6) + q4Im(w7w8) = 0,
l1Im(z1z2) + l2Im(z3z4) + l3Im(z5z6) + l4Im(w7w8) = 0,
(2.136)
and
Sp(1) ⇒

|z1|
2 + |z2|
2 + |z3|
2 + |z4|
2 − |w5|
2 − |w6|
2 − |w7|
2 − |w8|
2 = 0,
(z1)
2 + (z2)
2 + (z3)
2 + (z4)
2 = 0,
(w5)
2 + (w6)
2 + (w7)
2 + (w8)
2 = 0.
(2.137)
Then it follows that dim
(( =
S1234 ∩N(Θ)
)
/G˜
)
= 2 and
( =
S1234 ∩N(Θ)
)
/G˜ ∼= S2.
Moreover, each of the strata 4), 5) and 6) in (2.131) contains four substrata of those in
(2.121). In fact, by looking at the shape of these two families of strata we get the
following relations
1)
=
S1234 contains
(±,±)
=
S1234 and
(±,±)
=
S3412,
2)
=
S1324 contains
(±,±)
=
S1324 and
(±,±)
=
S1324,
3)
=
S1423 contains
(±,±)
=
S1423 and
(±,±)
=
S1423.
(2.138)
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Each of the strata in (2.121) yields a point on Z6(Θ), and the relations in (2.138) give
that these points can be divided in three family and the points of each family are
joined by a 2−sphere. 
Lemma 2.6 The two families of singular points (2.68) and (2.131) do not intesect
each other.
Proof . Note that, up to columns permutations, the strata 1), 2), 3) and 7) in (2.131)
(by using the action on the group G˜) can be rewritten as follows{(
v1ǫ v2ǫ v3ǫ v4ǫ v5ǫ v6ǫ −v7σ −v8σ
v1σ v2σ v3σ v4σ v5σ v6σ v7ǫ v8ǫ
)}
, (2.139)
where v2α−1 =
(
cos θαz2α−1 + sin θαz2α
)
ρ, v2α =
(
− sin θαz2α−1 + cos θαz2α
)
ρ,
α ∈ {1, 2, 3} and v7 =
(
cos θ4w7 + sin θ4w8
)
ρ, v8 =
(
− sin θ4w7 + cos θ4w8
)
. Instead,
the cases 4), 5) and 6) in (2.131), up to columns permutations, become{(
v1ǫ v2ǫ v3ǫ v4ǫ −v5σ −v6σ −v7σ −v8σ
v1σ v2σ v3σ v4σ v5ǫ v6ǫ v7ǫ v8ǫ
)}
, (2.140)
where v2α−1 =
(
cos θαz2α−1 + sin θαz2α
)
ρ, v2α =
(
− sin θαz2α−1 + cos θαz2α
)
ρ,
α ∈ {1, 2} and v2β−1 =
(
cos θβw2β−1 + sin θβw2β
)
ρ, v2β =
(
− sin θβw2β + cos θβw2β
)
,
β ∈ {3, 4}. In order to study the intersection of the strata in (2.123) and (2.131) with
those one in (2.68), it is sufficient to compare the respective quaternionic pairs.
Without loss of generality, we can compare just the first quaternionic pair. We list all
of the possible cases: all of the possible cases
1)
(
z1 iz1
w1 iw1
)
=
(
v1ǫ v2ǫ
v1σ v2σ
)
, 2)
(
z1 −iz1
w1 −iw1
)
=
(
v1ǫ v2ǫ
v1σ v2σ
)
,
3)
(
z1 iz1
w1 iw1
)
=
(
−v1σ −v2σ
v1ǫ v2ǫ
)
, 4)
(
z1 −iz1
w1 −iw1
)
=
(
−v1σ −v2σ
v1ǫ v2ǫ
)
,
(2.141)
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where v1 = (cos θ1z
′
1 + sin θ1z
′
2)ρ and v2 = (−sin θ1z
′
1 + cos θ1z
′
2)ρ. Let us rewrite the
equation 1) in (2.141) as follows
z1 = (cos θ1z
′
1 + sin θ1z
′
2)ǫρ,
iz1 = (−sin θ1z
′
1 + cos θ1z
′
2)ǫρ,
w1 = (cos θ1z
′
1 + sin θ1z
′
2)σρ,
iw1 = (−sin θ1z
′
1 + cos θ1z
′
2)σρ,
(2.142)
then we have{
(cos θ1z
′
1 + sin θ1z
′
2)ǫρ = i(sin θ1z
′
1 − cos θ1z
′
2)ǫρ,
(cos θ1z
′
1 + sin θ1z
′
2)σρ = i(sin θ1z
′
1 − cos θ1z
′
2)σρ,
⇐⇒ z′1 = z
′
2 = 0. (2.143)
but that is clearly impossible. The remaing cases in (2.141) can be treated similarly.
2.2 The 3−Sasakian Orbifolds M7(Θ)
Now, we are going to study the singular locus on the 3−Sasakian orbifold M7(Θ)
introduced in the first chapter. The fixed point equations can be obtained from those
one in (2.19) by assuming ρ = 1, then we obtain(
cos θα sin θα
−sin θα cos θα
)(
z2α−1 w2α−1
z2α w2α
)
=
[ (
ǫ −σ
σ ǫ
)(
z2α−1 z2α
w2α−1 w2α
) ]T
(2.144)
where λ = ǫ+ jσ ∈ Sp(1), (zα, wα) ∈ C and α ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}. These equations can be
easily rewritten as:
M˜α:=︷ ︸︸ ︷
0 −σ −sin θα cos θα − ǫ
−σ 0 cos θα − ǫ sin θα
−sin θα cos θα − ǫ 0 σ
cos θα − ǫ sin θα σ 0


z2α−1
z2α
w2α−1
w2α
 =

0
0
0
0
 , (2.145)
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where α ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}. Then we have the followig results
Lemma 2.7 For each α ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}, the matrix M˜α in (2.145) is such that
det M˜α = 0 if and only if it holds either
eiθα = Re(ǫ) + i
√
Im(ǫ)2 + |σ|2 or e−iθα = Re(ǫ) + i
√
Im(ǫ)2 + |σ|2. (2.146)
Lemma 2.7 can be proved like lemma 2.1. Moreover, the fixed point equations in
(1.19) give that the action of G on N(Θ) is locally free. Notice that, if exactly one of
the identities in (2.146) is verified, then rank M˜α = 3. Instead, when there exists
α ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4} such that both the identities in (2.146) hold, then we have that M˜α = 0
for each α and this case corresponds to the non-effective subgroup. Then, the only
interesting cases are realized when exactly one of the equations in (2.146) is verified
and rank M˜α = 3.
In this case, in order to describe the singular strata
−
S for the G−action on N(Θ), we
use a different approach with respect to the case of Z6(Θ). In fact, we compute directly
the solutions associatetd to the eigenvalue problem in (2.145), and then we describe
the singular strata. We state now a proposition, it will be proved after corollary 2.5.
Proposition 2.8 The solutions (z, w) of the eigenvalue problem associated to the
equations (2.145) as quaternionic pairs have either
1) if eiθα = Re(ǫ) + i
√
Im2(ǫ) + |σ|2, then we have : V˜ α1 := {z2α−1, z2α ∈ C |
(z2α−1, z2α,
eiδ
(
− z2α + iz2α−1 cos ϕ
)
sinϕ
,
eiδ
(
z2α−1 + iz2α cos ϕ
)
sinϕ
) ∈ C4},
or
2) if e−iθα = Re(ǫ) + i
√
Im2(ǫ) + |σ|2, then we have : V˜ α2 := {z2α−1, z2α ∈ C |
(z2α−1, z2α,−
eiδ
(
z2α + iz2α−1 cos ϕ
)
sinϕ
,
eiδ
(
z2α−1 − iz2α cos ϕ
)
sinϕ
) ∈ C4},
(2.147)
where ǫ = cos θ + i(sin θcos ϕ), σ = sin θsinϕcos δ + i(sin θsinϕsin δ) = sin θsinϕeiδ
and sinϕ 6= 0. Moreover, we have that V˜ α1 and V˜
α
2 are G− invariant.
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In the following, by assuming sinϕ 6= 0, we denote as
(w′2α−1, w
′
2α) :=
eiδ
sinϕ
(
− z2α + iz2α−1cos ϕ, z2α−1 + iz2α cos ϕ
)
,
and
(w′′2α−1, w
′′
2α) =:
eiδ
sinϕ
(
− z2α − iz2α−1 cos ϕ, z2α−1 − iz2α cos ϕ
)
.
(2.148)
Then we have
Corollary 2.5 Consider the action of G on H8. Under the hypotheses of lemma 2.8
and proposition 2.7 and, up to change (z1, z2, w
′
1, w
′
2) with (z1, z2, w
′′
1 , w
′′
2), the
singularities relative to M7(Θ) come from the intersection of N(Θ) with the following
strata relative to the action of G on H8
1) S1234 :=
{(
z1 z2 z3 z4 z5 z6 z7 z8
w′1 w
′
2 w
′
3 w
′
4 w
′
5 w
′
6 w
′
7 w
′
8
)}
,
2) S1234 :=
{(
z1 z2 z3 z4 z5 z6 z7 z8
w′1 w
′
2 w
′
3 w
′
4 w
′
5 w
′
6 w
′′
7 w
′′
8
)}
,
3) S1243 :=
{(
z1 z2 z3 z4 z5 z6 z7 z8
w′1 w
′
2 w
′
3 w
′
4 w
′′
5 w
′′
6 w
′
7 w
′
8
)}
,
4) S1342 :=
{(
z1 z2 z3 z4 z5 z6 z7 z8
w′1 w
′
2 w
′′
3 w
′′
4 w
′
5 w
′
6 w
′
7 w
′
8
)}
,
5) S1234 :=
{(
z1 z2 z3 z4 z5 z6 z7 z8
w′1 w
′
2 w
′
3 w
′
4 w
′′
5 w
′′
6 w
′′
7 w
′′
8
)}
,
6) S1324 :=
{(
z1 z2 z3 z4 z5 z6 z7 z8
w′1 w
′
2 w
′′
3 w
′′
4 w
′
5 w
′
6 w
′′
7 w
′′
8
)}
,
7) S1423 :=
{(
z1 z2 z3 z4 z5 z6 z7 z8
w′1 w
′
2 w
′′
3 w
′′
4 w
′′
5 w
′′
6 w
′
7 w
′
8
)}
,
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8) S1234 :=
{(
z1 z2 z3 z4 z5 z6 z7 z8
w′1 w
′
2 w
′′
3 w
′′
4 w
′′
5 w
′′
6 w
′′
7 w
′′
8
)}
.
(2.149)
The proof of this corollary is a straightforward consequence of lemma 2.7 and
proposition 2.8.
Proof(proposition 2.8). Assume sinϕ 6= 0. and consider the fixed point equations in
(2.144). Then, by using lemma 2.7, it follows that det M˜α = 0 if and only if it either
holds eiθα = Re(ǫ) + i
√
Im(ǫ)2 + |σ|2 or e−iθα = Re(ǫ) + i
√
Im(ǫ)2 + |σ|2. Note that,
when sin θα = 0, it follows that the fixed point equations (2.144) decsribe the non
effective subgroup. Now, suppose the first relation in (2.146) holds, then we have that{
ǫ = cos θ + isin θcos ϕ,
eiθα = Re(ǫ) + i
√
Im(ǫ)2 + |σ|2 = cos θ + isin θ,
(2.150)
hence ǫ = cos θα + isin θαcos ϕ, and by substituting this relation in M˜α we obtain
M˜α = sin θα

0 −sinϕeiδ −1 icos ϕ
−sinϕeiδ 0 icos ϕ 1
−1 −icos ϕ 0 sinϕe−iδ
−icos ϕ 1 sinϕe−iδ 0
 ,
(2.151)
where α ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}. As a consequence the associated eigenvalue problem becomes
0 −sinϕeiδ −1 icos ϕ
−sinϕeiδ 0 icos ϕ 1
−1 −icos ϕ 0 sinϕe−iδ
−icos ϕ 1 sinϕe−iδ 0


z2α−1
z2α
w2α−1
w2α
 =

0
0
0
0
 . (2.152)
From the first two equations in (2.152) we get{
−sinϕeiδz2α − w2α−1 + i cos ϕw2α = 0,
−sinϕeiδz2α−1 + i cos ϕw2α−1 + w2α = 0,
⇒
 w2α−1 =
eiδsinϕ
(
−z2α+iz2α−1 cos ϕ
)
1−cos2 ϕ
,
w2α =
eiδsin ϕ
(
z2α−1+iz2α cos ϕ
)
1−cos2 ϕ
.
(2.153)
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Instead, when it holds e−iθα = Re(ǫ) + i
√
Im(ǫ)2 + |σ|2, it follows that{
ǫ = cos θ + isin θcos ϕ,
e−iθα = cos θ + isin θ,
(2.154)
hence cos θ + isin θ = cos(−θα) + isin(−θα) and ǫ = cos θα − isin θαcos ϕ. By
substituting the relations (2.154) in the equations (2.145) we get
0 −sinϕeiδ −1 −i cos ϕ
−sinϕeiδ 0 −i cos ϕ 1
−1 i cos ϕ 0 sinϕe−iδ
i cos ϕ 1 sinϕe−iδ 0


z2α−1
z2α
w2α−1
w2α
 =

0
0
0
0
 . (2.155)
and{
−sinϕeiδz2α − w2α−1 − i cos ϕw2α = 0,
−sinϕeiδz2α−1 − i cos ϕw2α−1 + w2α = 0,
⇒
 w2α−1 = −
eiδsinϕ
(
z2α+iz2α−1 cos ϕ
)
1−cos2 ϕ
,
w2α =
eiδsinϕ
(
z2α−1−iz2α cos ϕ
)
1−cos2 ϕ
).
(2.156)
In the case when σ ≡ 0, that is sinϕ = 0, the solutions (z, w) of the eigenvalue
problem (2.145) have quaternionic pair of type (z2α−1,±iz2α−1, w2α−1,∓iw2α−1) like
those described in (2.69). Then by using proposition 2.6 we can easil exclude these
points. As a consequence, we obtain exactly the strata described in (2.149 ). Moreover,
if we consider the fixed point equations in (1.21), (1.22) and (1.24) it follows that
Im(λ) = sin θ1
u2u1 − u1u2
(|u1|2 + |u2|2)
= sin θα
u2αu2α−1 − u2α−1u2α
|u2α−1|2 + |u2α|2
, α ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4} (2.157)
and the fixed point equations become
ei(θ1±θ2) = 1,
ei(θ1±θ3) = 1,
ei(θ1±θ4) = 1,
e±iθ1 = Re(ǫ) + i
√
Im(ǫ)2 + |σ|2,
iIm(ǫ) + jσ = sin θ1
u2u1−u1u2
(|u1|2+|u2|2)
.
(2.158)
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According to the description of the locally free action of G on N(Θ), given in the first
chapter, the isotropy subgroup described by the system of equations in (2.158) only
depends on one of the determinants 1±21±31±4, which is associated to the subsystem of
the first three equations in (2.158). 
2.2.1 Some computations on the singular G−strata of M7(Θ)
Now, we want to study the intersection of N(Θ) with the G−strata described in
(2.149), then we will compute the moment map equations on these strata. In order to
do this, look at the moment map equations of the Sp(1) and T 3Θ actions.
Proposition 2.9 Let us consider the G−strata S of H8 listed in (2.149). Then, each
of the singular G−strata S˜ = S ∩N(Θ) ⊂ N(Θ) gives rise a singular point on the 3−
Sasakian orbifold M7(Θ).
Proof . First, we describe the case of S1234 , then the cases S
124
3 , S
134
2 and S
1
234 can be
treated analogously. Recall the moment map equations relative the 3−torus are:{ ∑4
α=1 dαIm(z2α−1z2α + w2α−1w2i) = 0,∑4
α=1 dα(z2α−1w2α − z2αw2α−1) = 0,
(2.159)
where dα, α ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4} are the weights. We are going to compute these equations on
the stratum S1234 . Then, by considering the quaternionic pair in the case 1) of (2.147)
it follows that
z2α−1z2α + w2α−1w2α =
1
1− cos2 ϕ
(
(1− cos2 ϕ)z2α−1z2α+
(−z2α + iz2α−1 cos ϕ)(z2α−1 − iz2α cos ϕ)
)
=
1
1− cos2 ϕ
(
(z2α−1z2α − z2α−1z2α) + i(|z2α−1|
2 + |z2α|
2)cos ϕ
)
.
(2.160)
Instead, for the quaternionic pair in the case 2) of (2.147) we get
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z2α−1z2α + w2α−1w2α =
1
1− cos2 ϕ
(
(1− cos2 ϕ)z2α−1z2α−
(z2α + iz2α−1 cos ϕ)(z2α−1 + iz2α cos ϕ)
)
=
1
1− cos2 ϕ
(
(z2α−1z2α − z2α−1z2α)− i(|z2α−1|
2 + |z2α|
2)cos ϕ
)
.
(2.161)
Then, we compute z2α−1w2α − z2αw2α−1. Consider the quaternionic pair in the case 1)
of (2.147)
z2α−1w2α − z2αw2α−1 =
sinϕeiδ
1− cos2 ϕ
(
z2α−1(z2α−1 + iz2αcos ϕ)−
z2α(−z2α+iz2α−1cos ϕ)
)
=
sinϕeiδ
1− cos2 ϕ
(
(z2α−1)
2 + (z2α)
2
)
.
(2.162)
In the case 2) of (2.147) we get
z2α−1w2α − z2αw2α−1 =
sinϕeiδ
1− cos2 ϕ
(
z2α−1(z2α−1 − iz2αcos ϕ)+
z2α(z2α+iz2α−1cos ϕ)
)
=
sinϕeiδ
1− cos2 ϕ
(
(z2α−1)
2 + (z2α)
2
)
.
(2.163)
Now, we are ready to write down the moment map relative to the 3-torus T 3Θ in the
case of S1234 . Then we have{
2
∑4
α=1 dαIm(z2αz2α−1) + cos ϕ
(∑3
α=1 dα(|z2α−1|
2 + |z2α|
2)− d4(|z7|
2 + |z8|
2)
)
= 0,∑4
α=1 dα
(
(z2α−1)
2 + (z2α)
2
))
= 0.
(2.164)
Similarly we can compute the moment map equations linked to the subgroup
Sp(1) ⊂ G. Note that
∑4
α=1 (zα + jwα)i(zα + jwα) =
∑4
α=1 i
(
|zα|
2 − |wα|
2
)
+ 2kzαwα = 0,∑4
α=1 (zα + jwα)j(zα + jwα) =
∑4
α=1 j
(
(zα)
2 + (wα)
2
)
+
(
wαzα − zαwα
)
= 0,∑4
α=1 (zα + jwα)k(zα + jwα) =
∑4
α=1 k
(
(zα)
2 − (wα)
2
))
− i
(
wαzα + zαwα
)
= 0,
(2.165)
We rewrite now, the first equation in (2.165). From the quaternionic pair described at
the point 1) of (2.147) we get
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z2α−1w2α−1 + z2αw2α =
sinϕeiδ
1− cos2 ϕ
(
z2α−1(−z2α + iz2α−1cos ϕ)+
z2α(z2α−1 + iz2αcos ϕ)
)
= i
sin ϕcos ϕeiδ
1− cos2 ϕ
(
(z2α−1)
2 + (z2α)
2
)
.
(2.166)
Analogously, for the case 2) of (2.147) it holds
z2α−1w2α−1 + z2αw2α =
sinϕeiδ
1− cos2 ϕ
(
z2α−1(−z2α − iz2α−1cos ϕ)+
z2α(z2α−1 − iz2αcos ϕ)
)
= −i
sin ϕcos ϕeiδ
1− cos2ϕ
(
(z2α−1)
2 + (z2α)
2
)
.
(2.167)
By reading |z2α−1|
2 − |w2α−1|
2 on the quaternionic pair in the case 1) of (2.147) we get
|z2α−1|
2 − |w2α−1|
2 =
1
1− cos2 ϕ
(
|z2α−1|
2 − |z2α|
2 − 2|z2α−1|
2cos2 ϕ+
i(z2α−1z2α − z2α−1z2α)cos ϕ
)
,
(2.168)
and
|z2α|
2 − |w2α|
2 =
1
1− cos2 ϕ
(
|z2α|
2 − |z2α−1|
2 − 2|z2α|
2cos2 ϕ+
i(z2α−1z2α − z2α−1z2α)cos ϕ
)
.
(2.169)
By adding (2.168) and (2.170) we obtain
(
|z2α−1|
2−|w2α−1|
2
)
+
(
|z2α|
2 − |w2α|
2
)
=
2icos ϕ
1− cos2 ϕ
(
i
(
|z2α−1|
2 + |z2α|
2
)
cos ϕ+
(
z2α−1z2α − z2α−1z2α
))
,
(2.170)
The case 2) of (2.147) can be obtained in the same way, and we get
(
|z2α−1|
2−|w2α−1|
2
)
+
(
|z2α|
2 − |w2α|
2
)
=
2icos ϕ
1− cos2 ϕ
(
i
(
|z2α−1|
2 + |z2α|
2
)
cos ϕ−
(
z2α−1z2α − z2α−1z2α
))
,
(2.171)
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Then, the first equation in (2.165) can be rewritten as follows{
cos ϕ
∑4
α=1(|z2α−1|
2 + |z2α|
2) + 2
(∑3
α=1 Im(z2α−1z2α)− Im(z7z8)
)
= 0,∑3
α=1
(
(z2α−1)
2 + (z2α)
2
))
−
(
(z7)
2 + (z8)
2
)
= 0.
(2.172)
For the second equation in (2.165), with respect to the quaternionic pairs in the case
1) of (2.147), we have that
(z2α−1)
2 + (w2α−1)
2 =
1
1− cos2 ϕ
(
(z2α−1)
2(1− cos2 ϕ)+
e2iδ
(
(z2α)
2 − 2iz2α−1z2αcos ϕ− (z2α−1)
2cos2 ϕ
))
,
(2.173)
and
(z2α)
2 + (w2α)
2 =
1
1− cos2 ϕ
(
(z2α)
2(1− cos2 ϕ)+
e2iδ
(
(z2α−1)
2 + 2iz2α−1z2αcos ϕ− (z2α)
2cos2ϕ
))
,
(2.174)
then it follows
(z2α−1)
2+(w2α−1)
2+(z2α)
2+(w2α)
2 =
(
(z2α−1)
2+(z2α)
2
)
(1+ e2iδ). (2.175)
The case linked to the quaternionic pair at the point 2) in (2.147), is exactly equal.
Then, also in this case it holds
(z2α−1)
2+(w2α−1)
2+(z2α)
2+(w2α)
2 =
(
(z2α−1)
2+(z2α)
2
)
(1+ e2iδ). (2.176)
Then, consider z2α−1w2α−1 − z2α−1w2α−1, in the case of the quaternionic pair at 1) of
(2.147) we have
z2α−1w2α−1−z2α−1w2α−1 =
sinϕeiδ
1− cos2 ϕ
(
2i|z2α−1|
2cos ϕ+
(
z2α−1z2α−z2α−1z2α
))
, (2.177)
and
z2αw2α − z2αw2α =
sinϕeiδ
1− cos2 ϕ
(
2i|z2α|
2cos ϕ+
(
z2α−1z2α − z2α−1z2α
))
, (2.178)
then
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(z2α−1w2α−1 − z2α−1w2α−1) + (z2αw2α − z2αw2α) =
2sinϕeiδ
1− cos2 ϕ
(
i
(
|z2α|
2 + |z2α−1|
2
)
cos ϕ+
(
z2α−1z2α − z2α−1z2α
))
.
(2.179)
Instead, in the case of the quaternionic pair at 2) of (2.147) we obtain
(z2α−1w2α−1 − z2α−1w2α−1) + (z2αw2α − z2αw2α) =
2sinϕeiδ
1− cos2 ϕ
(
− i
(
|z2α|
2 + |z2α−1|
2
)
cos ϕ+
(
z2α−1z2α − z2α−1z2α
))
.
(2.180)
Thus the second equation in (2.165) can be rewritten as follows{
2
∑4
α=1 Im(z2αz2α−1) + cos ϕ
(∑3
α=1(|z2α−1|
2 + |z2α|
2)− (|z7|
2 + |z8|
2)
)
= 0,
(1 + e2iδ)
∑4
α=1
(
(z2α−1)
2 + (z2α)
2
))
= 0.
(2.181)
Similarly we can describe the last equation in (2.165), so we obtain{ ∑4
α=1 2Im(z2αz2α−1) + cos ϕ
(∑3
α=1(|z2α−1|
2 + |z2α|
2)− (|z7|
2 + |z8|
2)
)
= 0,
(1− e2iδ)
∑4
α=1
(
(z2α−1)
2 + (z2α)
2
)
= 0.
(2.182)
Then the equations (2.172), (2.181) and (2.182) can be rewritten as follows
Sp(1) ⇒

2
∑3
α=1 Im(z2αz2α−1) + cos ϕ
(∑3
α=1(|z2α−1|
2 + |z2α|
2)
)
= 0,∑3
α=1
(
(z2α−1)
2 + (z2α)
2
))
= 0,
(z7)
2 + (z8)
2 = 0,
cos ϕ = Im(z8z7)
|z7|2+|z8|2
.
(2.183)
As a consequence, the moment map equations of the 3−torus T 3Θ in (2.159) become
T 3Θ ⇒

∑3
α=1 pα
(
2Im(z2αz2α−1) + (|z2α−1|
2 + |z2α|
2)cos ϕ
)
= 0,∑3
α=1 qα
(
2Im(z2αz2α−1) + (|z2α−1|
2 + |z2α|
2)cos ϕ
)
= 0,∑3
α=1 lα
(
2Im(z2αz2α−1) + (|z2α−1|
2 + |z2α|
2)cos ϕ
)
= 0,
Im(z7z8)− (|z7|
2 + |z8|
2)cos ϕ = 0,
(2.184)
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and
T 3Θ ⇒

∑3
α=1 pα
(
(z2α−1)
2 + (z2α)
2
)
= 0,∑3
α=1 qα
(
(z2α−1)
2 + (z2α)
2
)
= 0,∑3
α=1 lα
(
(z2α−1)
2 + (z2α)
2
)
= 0,
(z7)
2 + (z8)
2 = 0.
(2.185)
For each of the two system of equations in (2.184) and (2.185) consider the subsystem
formed respectively by the first three equations. These two subsystem of equations
have the same matrix of coefficients, hence they also have the same determinant which
is ∆123 6= 0. Then it holds
2Im(z2αz2α−1) + (|z2α−1|
2 + |z2α|
2)cos ϕ = 0, α ∈ {1, 2, 3}, (2.186)
that is
cos ϕ = −
2Im(z2αz2α−1)
|z2α−1|2 + |z2α|2
, α ∈ {1, 2, 3},
and
(z2α−1)
2 + (z2α)
2 = 0, α ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}.
(2.187)
Note that the moment map equations of Sp(1) in (2.183) can be obtained from those
one in (2.184) and (2.185) relative to T 3Θ. In order to describe the intersection of S
123
4
with N(Θ) we have also to consider the sphere equation of S31. In particular it follows
that dim
((
S1234 ∩N(Θ)
)
/G
)
= 0, that is, the stratum S1234 yields one singular point
on the orbifolds M7(Θ). For the moment map equations relative to cases S1234, S
13
24 and
S1423 it sufficient to study one of them. Consider S
12
34, then by using the computations
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we have done in the previuos case, then for Sp(1) we get
2
∑4
α=1 Im(z2α−1z2α) + cos ϕ
(∑2
α=1(|z2α−1|
2 + |z2α|
2)−
∑4
α=3(|z2α−1|
2 + |z2α|
2)
)
= 0,
cos ϕ
∑4
α=1(|z2α−1|
2 + |z2α|
2) + 2
(∑2
α=1 Im(z2α−1z2α)−
∑4
α=3 Im(z2α−1z2α)
)
= 0,∑2
α=1
(
(z2α−1)
2 + (z2α)
2
))
−
∑4
α=3
(
(z2α−1)
2 + (z2α)
2
))
= 0.∑4
α=1
(
(z2α−1)
2 + (z2α)
2
))
= 0,
if and only if
Sp(1) ⇒

2
∑2
α=1 Im(z2α−1z2α) + cos ϕ
(∑2
α=1(|z2α−1|
2 + |z2α|
2)
)
= 0,
2
∑4
α=3 Im(z2α−1z2α)− cos ϕ
(∑4
α=3(|z2α−1|
2 + |z2α|
2)
)
= 0,∑2
α=1
(
(z2α−1)
2 + (z2α)
2
))
= 0,∑4
α=3
(
(z2α−1)
2 + (z2α)
2
))
= 0.
(2.188)
The moment map equations of the 3−torus T 3Θ in (2.159) become
∑4
α=1 pα
(
2Im(z2αz2α−1) +
(∑2
α=1(|z2α−1|
2 + |z2α|
2)−
∑4
α=3(|z2α−1|
2 + |z2α|
2)
)
cos ϕ
)
= 0,∑4
α=1 qα
(
2Im(z2αz2α−1) +
(∑2
α=1(|z2α−1|
2 + |z2α|
2)−
∑4
α=3(|z2α−1|
2 + |z2α|
2)
)
cos ϕ
)
= 0,∑4
α=1 lα
(
2Im(z2αz2α−1) +
(∑2
α=1(|z2α−1|
2 + |z2α|
2)−
∑4
α=3(|z2α−1|
2 + |z2α|
2)
)
cos ϕ
)
= 0,∑3
α=1 pα
(
(z2α−1)
2 + (z2α)
2
)
= 0,∑3
α=1 qα
(
(z2α−1)
2 + (z2α)
2
)
= 0,∑3
α=1 lα
(
(z2α−1)
2 + (z2α)
2
)
= 0.
(2.189)
Then, it follows that
2Im(z2αz2α−1) + (|z2α−1|
2 + |z2α|
2)cos ϕ = 0,
and
2Im(z2β−1z2β)− (|z2β−1|
2 + |z2β|
2)cos ϕ = 0,
(2.190)
that is
cos ϕ = −
2Im(z2αz2α−1)
|z2α−1|2 + |z2α|2
and cos ϕ =
2Im(z2β−1z2β)
|z2β−1|2 + |z2β |2
, (2.191)
where α ∈ {1, 2} and β ∈ {3, 4}. Moreover, it holds that
(z2α−1)
2 + (z2α)
2 = 0, α ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}. (2.192)
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Let us recall that we have also to consider the sphere equation of S31. In particular it
follows that dim
((
S1234 ∩N(Θ)
)
/G
)
= 0, that is, the stratum S1234 yields one singular
point on the orbifolds M7(Θ). Analogously, the case of S1234 can be described by using
the the prevoius computations. In this case the moment map equations become
Sp(1) ⇒
{ ∑4
α=1
(
2Im(z2αz2α−1) + cos ϕ
(
(|z2α−1|
2 + |z2α|
2)
)
= 0,∑3
α=1
(
(z2α−1)
2 + (z2α)
2
)))
= 0,
(2.193)
and
T 3Θ ⇒

∑4
α=1 pα
(
2Im(z2αz2α−1) + (|z2α−1|
2 + |z2α|
2)cos ϕ
)
= 0,∑4
α=1 qα
(
2Im(z2αz2α−1) + (|z2α−1|
2 + |z2α|
2)cos ϕ
)
= 0,∑4
α=1 lα
(
2Im(z2αz2α−1) + (|z2α−1|
2 + |z2α|
2)cos ϕ
)
= 0,∑4
α=1 pα
(
(z2α−1)
2 + (z2α)
2
)
= 0,∑4
α=1 qα
(
(z2α−1)
2 + (z2α)
2
)
= 0,∑4
α=1 lα
(
(z2α−1)
2 + (z2α)
2
)
= 0.
(2.194)
Note that, also in this case dim
((
S1234 ∩N(Θ)
)
/G
)
= 0, that is, we have a singular
point on M7(Θ). Then, each stratum in (2.149) yields a singular point on M7(Θ). 
Chapter 3
The Quotient Orbifolds O4(Ω)
Let us recall that the action of the group G := Sp(1)× T 2Ω ⊂ SO(7) ⊂ Sp(7) on the
sphere S27 ⊂ H7 is defined by using the left multiplication of the subgroup Sp(1) and
for the 2−torus T 2Ω, the action is defined via the homomorphism
fΩ(t, s) :[0, 2π)
2 → T 3 ⊂ SO(7),
fΩ(t, s) :=

1 0 0 0
0 A1(t, s) 0 0
0 0 A2(t, s) 0
0 0 0 A3(t, s)
 ∈ T 3,
(3.1)
where
Ω :=
(
p1 p2 p3
q1 q2 q3
)
∈M2×3(Z), (3.2)
is an integral 2× 3 matrix. Then the respective moment maps µ : S27 → sp(1)⊗ R3
∼= R9 and ν : S27 → u(1)2 ⊗ R3 read
µ(u) = (
7∑
α=1
uαiuα,
7∑
α=1
uαjuα,
7∑
α=1
uαkuα) ∈ sp(1)⊗ R
3, (3.3)
where u ∈ S27 ⊂ H7, and
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ν(u) =
( ∑3
α=1 pα(u2αu2α+1 − u2α+1u2α)∑3
α=1 qα(u2αu2α+1 − u2α+1u2α)
)
∈ u(1)2 ⊗ R3. (3.4)
According to the study in [9], we can distinguish the elements of N(Ω) in the following
G−strata
S0 = {u ∈ N(Ω) | u1 = 0},
S1 = {u ∈ N(Ω) | u1 6= 0},
S2 = {u ∈ N(Ω) | some quaternionic pair (u2α, u2α−1) vanishes},
S3 = {u ∈ N(Ω) | none of the quaternionic pair (u2α, u2α−1) vanishes}.
(3.5)
We state now some facts provided in [9], also to point out a minor correction to
statements: corollary 2.3 and lemma 3.2 of [9].
Lemma 3.1 Suppose that all the minor determinants
∆αβ =
∣∣∣∣∣ pα qαpβ qβ
∣∣∣∣∣ , 1 ≤ α < β <≤ 3, (3.6)
do not vanish. Then there is no element u of N(Ω) with a null quaternionic pair.
The proof of this lemma parallels that of the lemma 1.1. As a direct consequence of the
lemma 3.1 it follows that S2 = ∅ and N(Ω) = S3 = S0 ∪ S1. By using lemma 3.1 we get
Lemma 3.2 The action of G = Sp(1)× T 2Ω on S1 = N(Ω) ∩ {u1 6= 0} is
1) locally free if and only if ∆αβ 6= 0, ∀ 1 ≤ α < β ≤ 3,
2) free if and only if gcd(∆12,∆13,∆23) = ±1.
(3.7)
Note the correct conditions 2) appearing in (3.7) is in fact weaker than that one given
in [9], lemma 3.2 point 2).
Proof . Since u1 6= 0 it follows that λ = 1, then it is sufficient to consider the T
2
Ω−
action. Since none of the quaternionic pairs vanishes it follows that the fixed point
equations read:
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A(ωα):=︷ ︸︸ ︷(
cos ωα sin ωα
−sin ωα cos ωα
)(
u2α
u2α+1
)
=
(
u2α
u2α+1
)
, α ∈ {1, 2, 3}, (3.8)
where ωα = pαt+ qαs, and t, s ∈ [0, 2π). Then, the equations in (3.8) are equivalent to
A(ωα) = id2×2, α ∈ {1, 2, 3}, (3.9)
that is ei(pαt+qαs) = 1, α ∈ {1, 2, 3}. These equations have trivial solutions if and only
if gcd(∆12,∆13,∆23) = ±1. The locally free conditions was correctly proved in [9]. 
Next, we introduce the main results of this chapter. Consider an isometric action of
the group G˜ := T 2Ω × Sp(1)× U(1) on N(Ω) = µ
−1(0) ∩ ν−1(0). This action is defined
in the same way of that one in (2.1), namely
Φ˜ :
(
T 2Ω × Sp(1)× U(1)
)
×N(Ω) −→ N(Ω),(
(A(Ω), λ, ρ); (z, w)
)
7→ Φ˜
(
(A(Ω), λ, ρ)
)(
(z, w)
)
,
where
Φ˜
(
(A(Ω), λ, ρ)
)(
(z, w) = A(Ω)λ
(
z
w
)
ρ,
(3.10)
and we have identified C7 × C7 ∼= H7 by using the relation uα = zα + jwα for each
α ∈ {1, 2, 3}. The 3-Sasakian and quaternion Ka¨hler reduction we are dealing with, is
described by the following diagram
SO(7)
SO(4)× Sp(1)
M
7(Ω)
Z
6(Ω)
Gr4(R
7) O4(Ω)
✲
T 2Ω
❄
SO(3)
❄
SO(3)
◗s
U(1)
✑✰
S2
✲
T 2Ω
(3.11)
where µ−1(0)/Sp(1) ∼= SO(7)/SO(4)× Sp(1). We prove here the following statements,
mentioned in the introduction as Theorems D and E.
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Theorem 3.1 Let Z6(Ω) be the twistor space over the positive SDE orbifold O4(Ω).
Then, depending on the minor determinants ∆αβ and 
1±2
1±3 the singular locus Σ(Ω)
consists of
1) one isolated 2−sphere S2, whose isotropy only depends on one of the determinants

1±2
1±3;
2) six points, that is, each of the following G˜−strata ( relative to the action of G˜ on
H7)
a) +
=
S123 := G˜ ·
{(
0 z2 z3 z4 z5 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 w6 iw6
)}
,
b) −
=
S123 := G˜ ·
{(
0 z2 z3 z4 z5 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 w6 −iw6
)}
,
c) +
=
S132 := G˜ ·
{(
0 z2 z3 0 0 z6 z7
0 0 0 w4 iw4 0 0
)}
,
d) −
=
S132 := G˜ ·
{(
0 z2 z3 0 0 z6 z7
0 0 0 w4 −iw4 0 0
)}
,
e) +
=
S231 := G˜ ·
{(
0 0 0 z4 z5 z6 z7
0 w2 iw2 0 0 0 0
)}
,
f) −
=
S231 := G˜ ·
{(
0 0 0 z4 z5 z6 z7
0 w2 −iw2 0 0 0 0
)}
.
(3.12)
Each of these strata intersects the submanifold N(Ω), and the G˜−strata of N(Ω) are
given by S˜αβγ :=
=
Sαβγ ∩N(Ω). Then, each quotient
=
Sαβγ ∩N(Ω)
G˜
, (3.13)
is a point on Z6(Ω). Moreover, the isotropy associated to the strata in (3.12) only
depends on the minor determinants ±∆αβ .
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In the case when some of the minor determinants ∆αβ and 
1±2
1±3 are ±1, the singular
locus Σ(Ω) can be obtained by removing from the above list the singular sets whose
isotropy depends on one of the mentioned determinants.
Theorem 3.2 The singular points of the 3−Sasakian orbifold M7(Ω) come from the
singular G−strata S˜ of N(Ω), which are obtained by intersectig N(Ω) with the
following G−strata S of H7
a) S123 :=
{(
0 z2 z3 z4 z5 z6 z7
0 w˜2 w˜3 w˜4 w˜5 w˜6 w˜7
)}
,
b) S123 :=
{(
0 z2 z3 z4 z5 z6 z7
0 w˜2 w˜3 w˜4 w˜5
≈
w6
≈
w7
)}
,
c) S132 :=
{(
0 z2 z3 z4 z5 z6 z7
0 w˜2 w˜3
≈
w4
≈
w5 w˜6 w˜7
)}
,
d) S231 :=
{(
0 z2 z3 z4 z5 z6 z7
0
≈
w2
≈
w3 w˜4 w˜5 w˜6 w˜7
)}
,
e) S123 :=
{(
0 z2 z3 z4 z5 z6 z7
0 w˜2 w˜3
≈
w4
≈
w5
≈
w6
≈
w7
)}
,
f) S213 :=
{(
0 z2 z3 z4 z5 z6 z7
0
≈
w2
≈
w3 w˜4 w˜5
≈
w6
≈
w7
)}
,
g) S312 :=
{(
0 z2 z3 z4 z5 z6 z7
0
≈
w2
≈
w3
≈
w4
≈
w5 w˜6 w˜7
)}
,
h) S123 :=
{(
0 z2 z3 z4 z5 z6 z7
0
≈
w2
≈
w3
≈
w4
≈
w5
≈
w6
≈
w7
)}
,
(3.14)
where
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(w˜2α, w˜2α+1) :=
eiδ
sinϕ
(
− z2α+1 + iz2α cos ϕ, z2α + iz2α+1 cos ϕ
)
,
and
(
≈
w2α,
≈
w2α+1) :=
eiδ
sinϕ
(
− z2α+1 − iz2αcos ϕ, z2α − iz2α+1 cos ϕ
)
,
(3.15)
with sinϕ 6= 0. Let us recall that an element λ = ǫ+ jσ ∈ Sp(1) is written as
ǫ = cos θ + i(sin θcos ϕ) and σ = sin θsinϕ cos δ + i(sin θsinϕsin δ). Moreover, the
isotropy associated to the strata in (3.14) only depends on the minor determinants

1±2
1±3. 
Finally we get ( Theorem F in the introduction):
Theorem 3.3 By using theorems 2.1, 2.2, 3.1 and 3.2, we can conclude that the families
of SDE orbifolds O4(Θ) and O4(Ω) are distinct to the twistor and 3−Sasakian level.
3.1 The Twistor Space Z6(Ω)
The study of the action of G˜ = Sp(1)× T 2Ω × U(1) on H
7 can be divided in two part.
First we consider the action of G˜ = Sp(1)× T 2Ω × U(1) on S0 = {u ∈ N(Ω) | u1 = 0},
and then, the case linked to action of G˜ on S1 = {u ∈ N(Ω) | u1 6= 0}. Now, we
introduce some facts shared by both the two mentioned cases. Let (z, w) be a point in
N(Ω) ⊂ S27 ⊂ H7, then the fixed point equations for each quaternionic pairs
(u2α, u2α+1), α ∈ {1, 2, 3}, become
A(ωα)
(
z2α w2α
z2α+1 w2α+1
)
=
[ (
ǫ −σ
σ ǫ
)(
z2α z2α+1
w2α w2α+1
)(
ρ 0
0 ρ
) ]T
, (3.16)
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where A(ωα) :=
(
cos ωα sin ωα
−sin ωα cosωα
)
, λ = ǫ+ jσ ∈ Sp(1), ρ ∈ U(1) and α ∈ {1, 2, 3}.
We indicate the points u = (z, w) ∈ C7 × C7 as follows
T (z, w) :=
(
z1 z2 z3 z4 z5 z6 z7
w1 w2 w3 w4 w5 w6 w7
)
, (3.17)
where (zα, wα) ∈ C×C, α ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7}. These equations can be rewritten in the
following way:
Mα:=︷ ︸︸ ︷
0 −σρ −sinωα cos ωα − ǫρ
−σρ 0 cos ωα − ǫρ sinωα
−sinωα cos ωα − ǫρ 0 σρ
cos ωα − ǫρ sinωα σρ 0


z2α
z2α+1
w2α
w2α+1
 =

0
0
0
0
 ,
(3.18)
for each α ∈ {1, 2, 3}. Note that, none of the matrices Mα, α ∈ {1, 2, 3}, has rank 4.
Then we have
Proposition 3.1 Let (z, w) be a point in N(Ω). Then, up to G˜−conjugation, we have
that G˜(z,w) ⊂ T
2
Ω × {λ ∈ Sp(1) | σ ≡ 0} × U(1).
The proof is completely similar to that of proposition 2.1. In the following we assume
σ ≡ 0
3.1.1 The action of G˜ on S0
When u1 6= 0, we get the following
Lemma 3.3 Condider the action of Sp(1)× T 2Ω × U(1) on C
7 × C7, and let
u = (z, w) ∈
C7 × C7 be a non null point. Then, for the first quaternionic coordinate u1, the fixed
point equations give either
ρ = Re(ǫ) + i
√
Im(ǫ)2 + |σ|2 or ρ = Re(ǫ)− i
√
Im(ǫ)2 + |σ|2. (3.19)
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Proof . For the first quaternionic coordinate u1, the fixed point equations give
u1 = λu1ρ, (3.20)
where λ = ǫ+ jσ ∈ Sp(1) and ρ ∈ U(1). Then a straightforward computation yields{
z1 = (ǫz1 − σw1)ρ,
w1 = (ǫw1 + σz1)ρ,
⇐⇒
(
1− ǫρ σρ
−σρ 1− ǫρ
)(
z1
w1
)
=
(
0
0
)
. (3.21)
Then, in order to get non trivial solution we assume
∣∣∣∣∣ 1− ǫρ σρ−σρ 1− ǫρ
∣∣∣∣∣ = ρ2|σ|2 + ρ2|ǫ|2 + 1− 2ρRe(ǫ) = ρ2 + 1− 2ρRe(ǫ) = 0, (3.22)
if and only
ρ = Re(ǫ) + i
√
Im(ǫ)2 + |σ|2 or ρ = Re(ǫ)− i
√
Im(ǫ)2 + |σ|2.  (3.23)
Remark 3.1. Note that, when u1 6= 0, if z1 = 0 the fixed point equation in (3.21)
becomes {
σw1ρ = 0,
w1 = ǫw1ρ,
⇐⇒ σ ≡ 0, ǫρ = 1. (3.24)
Analogously, when u1 6= 0 and w1 = 0, it follows that{
z1 = ǫz1ρ,
ǫw1ρ = 0,
⇐⇒ σ ≡ 0, ǫρ = 1.  (3.25)
Lemma 3.4 Let (z, w) be a in N(Ω). Then, the fixed point equations in (3.16) are
equivalent to the conditions given by detMα = 0. In particular detMα = 0 if and only
if it holds either
ρ+ ρ(e−iθi)2 − 2Re(ǫ)e−iθi = 0 or ρ+ ρ(eiθi)2 − 2Re(ǫ)eiθi = 0, (3.26)
if and only if
ρeiθα = Re(ǫ)± i
√
Im(ǫ)2 + |σ|2 or ρe−iθα = Re(ǫ)± i
√
Im(ǫ)2 + |σ|2. (3.27)
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The proof of this lemma is exactly equal to that of lemma 2.1.
Proposition 3.2 Let (z, w) be a point in N(Ω) ⊂ C7 × C7. Then the fixed point
equations (3.16) are equivalent to the conditions (3.27) given by detMα = 0,
α ∈ {1, 2, 3}.
The proof of this proposition parallels that of proposition 2.2.
Remark 3.2. Note that, when both the equations in (3.23) are satisfied it follows that
{
ρ = Re(ǫ) + i
√
Im(ǫ)2 + |σ|2,
ρ = Re(ǫ)− i
√
Im(ǫ)2 + |σ|2,
⇐⇒

Re(ǫ) = ρ = ±1,
σ ≡ 0,
Im(ǫ) = 0.
(3.28)
By substituting the conditions (3.28) in the equations (3.18), we get Mα = 0 for each
α ∈ {1, 2, 3}. Then, when the conditions in (3.28) hold, the fixed point equations
describe the non effective subgroup. 
Remark 3.3. Since M7(Ω) is an U(1)−bundle over Z6(Ω) and G acts locally free on
N(Ω), it follows that also the action of G˜ on N(Ω) has to be locally free. Now, assume
σ ≡ 0 in the equations (3.16). Then, the fixed point equations relative to the first
quaternionic coordinate become ǫu1ρ = u1 , that is
ǫz1ρ+ jǫw1ρ = z1 + jw1. (3.29)
As a consequence, when z1 6= 0 and w1 6= 0 then{
ǫρ = 1,
ǫρ = 1,
⇐⇒
{
ǫρ = 1,
ǫ = ρ = ±1.
(3.30)
Suppose the conditions in (3.30) hold. By keeping in mind the fixed point equations
(3.18), the conditions in (3.30) give that the stabilizer G˜(z,w) is contained in the non
effective subgroup. Then we do not care about this case. Then we consider points
(z, w) such that u1 6= 0 and z1 = 0 or w1 = 0. 
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We prove now the following
Lemma 3.5 Suppose u1 6= 0 and σ ≡ 0 in the equations (3.18). The spaces of
solutions for the eigenvalue problem asociated to the equations (3.18), α ∈ {1, 2, 3}, are
the following
1) ±V˜ α1 := {z2α ∈ C | (z2α,±iz2α, 0, 0) ∈ C
4},
2) ±V˜ α2 := {w2α ∈ C | (0, 0, w2α,±iw2α) ∈ C
4},
3) V˜ α3 := {(z2α, z2α+1) ∈ C× C | (z2α, z2α+1, 0, 0) ∈ C
4},
4) V˜ α4 := {(w2α, w2α+1) ∈ C× C | (0, 0, w2α, w2α+1) ∈ C
4}.
(3.31)
Proof . Under our hypotheses, the equations in (3.27) become
ρǫ = e±θ1 and ρǫ = e±iθ1 . (3.32)
Let (z, w) ∈ C7 × C7 on a singular point and such that u1 6= 0 . Then according to
whether z1 = 0 or w1 = 0 it holds either ρǫ = 1 or ρǫ = 1. Suppose ρǫ = 1, the other
case can be treated in the same way. Let Mα such that two relations of those one in
(3.32) are satisfied, then, for this block we get either one of the following system of
fixed point equations
1)

ρǫ = eiθα ,
ρǫ = eiθα ,
ρǫ = 1,
2)

ρǫ = eiθα ,
ρǫ = e−iθα ,
ρǫ = 1.
3)

ρǫ = eiθα ,
ρǫ = e−iθα ,
ρǫ = 1.
(3.33)
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A short computation shows that the system of equations 1) and 2) in (3.33) give
ǫρ = 1 and ǫρ = 1, then they describes the non effective subgroup. Instead in the case
3), the equation in (3.18) becomes
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 ±1− 1 0 0
±1− 1 0 0 0
 .

z2α
z2α+1
w2α
w2α+1
 =

0
0
0
0
 . (3.34)
Hence, when the block Mα 6= 0 the space of solutions is exactly V˜
α
4 . Now suppose, Mα
is such that just one of the equations in (3.32) is satisfied, then we have the following
possibilities
4)
{
ρǫ = e±iθα ,
ρǫ = 1,
⇐⇒
{
ρ2 = e±iθα,
ρǫ = 1,
or
5)
{
ρǫ = e±iθα,
ρǫ = 1,
⇐⇒
{
e±iθα = 1,
ρǫ = e±iθα.
(3.35)
In the case of the relations 4) in (3.35) the equations (3.18) become
0 0 −sin θα ±isin θα
0 0 ±isin θα sin θα
−sin θα cos θα − 1 0 0
cos θα − 1 sin θα 0 0


z2α
z2α+1
w2α
w2α+1
 =

0
0
0
0
 . (3.36)
Then, the space of solutions, relative to this system of equations is given by ±V˜ α2 .
Instead, in the case of the relations 5) in (3.35) the eigevalue problem in (3.18) can be
rewritten as follows
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
0 0 0 1− ρ2
0 0 1− ρ2 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0


z2α
z2α+1
w2α
w2α+1
 =

0
0
0
0
 . (3.37)
In this case rankMα = 2 and the space of solutions is V˜
α
3 . Analogously, when ρǫ = 1,
we can prove that the only spaces of solutions for the eigenvalue problem in (3.18) are
given by ±V˜ α1 , V˜
α
3 and V˜
α
4 . 
Corollary 3.1 Let (z, w) be a point in N(Ω) with non trivial isotropy subgroup G˜(z,w).
Then each quaternionic pair (u2α−1, u2α) of (z, w) belongs to one of the sets G˜ ·
±V˜ 1
α,
G˜ · ±V˜ α2 , G˜ · V˜
α
3 or G˜ · V˜
α
4 .
Proposition 3.3 There are no singular points (z, w) ∈ N(Ω) such that their first
quaternionic pair u1 6= 0.
Proof . Under the hypotheses of lemma 3.5 it follows that the possible spaces of
solutions relative to the eigenvalues problem in (3.18) are just the following
V :=
{(
u1 u2 u3 u4 u5 u6 u7
)}
, (3.38)
where u1 6= 0, z1 = 0 or w1 = 0 and each quaternionic coordinates (u2α, u2α−1) is
contained in one of the the complex vector spaces ±V˜ α1 ,
±V˜ α2 , V˜
α
3 , V˜
α
4 , α ∈ {1, 2, 3}.
Then, by substituting in the equations (3.18) a suitable subset of the relations in
(3.32), the associated eigenvalue problem admit solutions (z, w) which form a vector
space V of those in (3.38). Moreover all of the points (z, w) ∈ V have exactly the same
isotropy. Let us recall that each stratum
=
S is formed by all of the points in H7 which
have, up to conjugation, the same isotropy subgroup. Note that, the spaces in (3.31)
are not G˜−invariant. If a point (z, w) ∈ V belongs to
=
S, it follows that V ⊆
=
S and
G˜ · V ⊆
=
S. By using corollary 3.1 we have that G˜ · V ∼=
=
S and the intersection G˜ · V ∩
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N(Ω) ∼= G˜ · (V ∩N(Ω)) gives rise a stratum S˜ ⊂ N(Ω) associated to the G˜−action on
N(Ω). Actually, all of the strata S˜ relative to the submanifold N(Ω) can be obtained
in this way. Suppose a stratum S˜ contains a point (z, w) such that the conditions
{u1 6= 0, z1 6= 0} or {u1 6= 0, w1 6= 0} hold. Then the orbit G˜ · (z, w) is contained in S˜,
and by using the G˜−action, there exists a point (z′, w′) ∈ G˜ · (z, w) with u′1 6= 0, z
′
1 6= 0
and w′1 6= 0. Then the argument in remark 3.3 gives that the isotropy of S˜ coincide
with the non effective subgroup. Then we can conclude. 
3.1.2 The action of G˜ on S1
Now, we can study the case of the points (z, w) ∈ H7 such that u1 = 0. This case can
be treated as a subcase of that one studied in chapter 2. In fact, the action of the
group Sp(1)× T 3Θ × U(1) on H
8, coincide with that one we are dealing with as soon as
we assume r = 0 ( the third parameter of T 3Θ) and the group acts on the subspace
{(z, w) ∈ H8 | (u1, u2) = (0, 0)}. In order to describe the singular strata relative to the
action of G˜ on H7, we can study the spaces of solutions relative to the eigenvalue
problem in (3.18). Then
Lemma 3.6 Assume σ ≡ 0 in equations (3.18). Let Mα be such that rankMα = 3.
Then the solutions of the eigenvalue problem (3.18) describe a complex 1−dimensional
space which is either
1) ±V˜ α1 := {z2α ∈ C | (z2α,±iz2α, 0, 0) ∈ C
4}, or
2) ±V˜ α2 := {w2α ∈ C | (0, 0, w2α,±iw2α) ∈ C
4}.
(3.39)
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When rankMα = 2, the possible spaces of solutions are the following:
3) (±,±)V˜ α3 := {(z2α, w2α) ∈ C
2 | (z2α,±iz2α, w2α,±iw2α) ∈ C
4},
4) V˜ α4 := {z2α, z2α+1 ∈ C | (z2α, z2α+1, 0, 0) ∈ C
4},
5) V˜ α5 := {w2α, w2α+1 ∈ C | (0, 0, w2α, w2α+1) ∈ C
4}.
(3.40)
The proof is a straightforward consequence of that of lemma 2.4. By using the proof of
proposition 2.2 and corollary 2.1 we get the following results
Proposition 3.4 Let (z, w) be a point in N(Ω) ⊂ C7 × C7. Then the fixed point
equations (3.16) are equivalent to the conditions (3.27) given by detMα = 0,
α ∈ {1, 2, 3}.
Corollary 3.2 Let (z, w) be a point in N(Ω) with non trivial isotropy subgroup G˜(z,w).
Then each quaternionic pair (u2α−1, u2α) of (z, w) belongs to one of the sets G˜ ·
±V˜ α1 ,
G˜ · ±V˜ α2 , G˜ ·
(±,±)V˜ α3 , G˜ · V˜
α
4 or G˜ · V˜
α
5 .
Now, by using the corollary 2.1, remark 2.3 and lemma 3.6 we can divide the strata
(relative to the action of Sp(1)× T 2Ω × U(1) on H
7) which intersect the submanifold
N(Ω) in two families depending on the vector spaces listed in (3.39) and (3.40)
respectively. First, consider the vector spaces
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1)
=
S(+,+,−) :=
{(
0 z3 iz3 z5 iz5 z7 −iz7
0 w3 iw3 w5 iw5 w7 −iw7
)}
,
2)
=
S(+,−,+) :=
{(
0 z3 iz3 z5 −iz5 z7 iz7
0 w3 iw3 w5 −iw5 w7 iw7
)}
,
3)
=
S(−,+,+) :=
{(
0 z3 −iz3 z5 iz5 z7 iz7
0 w3 −iw3 w5 iw5 w7 iw7
)}
,
4)
=
S(+,+,+)
)
:=
{(
0 z3 iz3 z5 iz5 z7 iz7
0 w3 iw3 w5 iw5 w7 iw7
)}
,
5)
=
S(+,−,−) :=
{(
0 z3 iz3 z5 −iz5 z7 −iz7
0 w3 iw3 w5 −iw5 w7 −iw7
)}
,
6)
=
S(−,+,−) :=
{(
0 z3 −iz3 z5 iz5 z7 −iz7
0 w3 −iw3 w5 iw5 w7 −iw7
)}
,
7)
=
S(−,−,+) :=
{(
0 z3 −iz3 z5 −iz5 z7 iz7
0 w3 −iw3 w5 −iw5 w7 iw7
)}
,
8)
=
S(−,−,−) :=
{(
0 z3 −iz3 z5 −iz5 z7 −iz7
0 w3 −iw3 w5 −iw5 w7 −iw7
)}
.
(3.41)
A short computation shows that these spaces are G˜−invariant. Moreover, all of the
points (z, w) contained in the same space have the same isotropy subgroup. Then, each
of the vector spaces
=
S(±,±,±) represents a stratum relative to the action of G˜ on H
7.
Lemma 3.7 The strata of
=
S(+,+,+) and
=
S(−,−,−) do not intersect the submanifold
N(Ω).
Proof . First, note that the moment map equations of the 2-torus T 2Ω in the coordinate
uα = zα + jwα becomes{ ∑3
α=1 dαIm(z2αz2α+1 + w2αw2α+1) = 0,∑3
α=1 dα(z2αw2α+1 − z2α+1w2α) = 0,
(3.42)
where dα indicates the weights pα and qα for α ∈ {1, 2, 3}. Now, consider the case of
=
S(+,+,+), the other one can be treated in the same way. The equations in (3.42) can be
rewritten as
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{ ∑3
α=1 dα(|z2α|
2 + |w2α|
2) = 0,∑3
α=1 dα(z2αw2α − z2α+1w2α+1) = 0.
(3.43)
Then it follows that equations in (3.43) admit only the trivial solution (z, w) = (0, 0).
Thus we get the conclusion.
Proposition 3.5 Only one of the strata
=
S(±,±,±) intersects the submanifold N(Ω).
Moreover, the intersection
=
S(±,±,±) ∩N(Ω) yields exatly one isolated point on the
twistor space Z6(Ω).
Proof . By reading the Sp(1) moment map equations in (3.3) on any point (z, w),
which belongs to one of the eigenspaces
=
S(±,±,±) we get the following system of
equations { ∑3
α=1(|z2α|
2 − |w2α|
2) = 0,∑3
α=1w2αz2α = 0.
(3.44)
These equations are the same for all the
=
S(±,±,±)
)
. Instead, by evaluating the T 2Ω
moment map equations on a generic point (z, w) which belongs to one of the spaces we
are dealing with, we obtain
3∑
α=1
(−1)mαdα(|z2α|
2 + |w2α|
2) = 0, (3.45)
for each dα = pα, qα and α ∈ {1, 2, 3}. Let us rewrite the equations in (3.45) as
3∑
α=1
(−1)mαdα|u2α|
2 = 0, (3.46)
where u2α = z2α + jw2α for each α ∈ {1, 2, 3}. The intersection of the sphere S
31 with
one of the eigenspaces in
=
S(±,±,±) is described by the equation
7∑
α=1
|uα|
2 =
3∑
α=1
2|u2α|
2 = 1. (3.47)
Considering together the equations in (3.46) and (3.47) we get the following system of
equations
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
(−1)m1p1 (−1)
m2p2 (−1)
m3p3
(−1)m1q1 (−1)
m2q2 (−1)
m3q3
1 1 1


|u2|
2
|u4|
2
|u6|
2
 =

0
0
1
2
 . (3.48)
then we obtain 
2|u2|
2 = ±∆23

1±2
1±3
> 0,
2|u4|
2 = ±∆13

1±2
1±3
> 0,
2|u6|
2 = ±∆12

1±2
1±3
> 0.
(3.49)
Note that, after we have fixed the weigth matrix Ω, the minor determinants ∆αβ are
univocally determinated. Thus the system of equations in (3.49) admits a unique
solution. Then it follows that N(Ω) intersects exactly one of the eigenspaces
=
S(±,±,±).

Now, consider the following sets:
G˜ ·
V :=︷ ︸︸ ︷{(
0 u2 u3 u4 u5 u6 u7
)}
, (3.50)
such that each of the quaternionic coordeinate belongs to one of the spaces
±V˜ α1 ,
±V˜ α2 , V˜
α
4 and V˜
α
5 , α ∈ {1, 2, 3}. Then, by using the argument in lemma (2.7),
we get that the possible strata in (3.50), which intersect N(Ω), are just those one
listed in the following two families
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1) +
=
S123 := G˜ ·
{(
0 z2 z3 z4 z5 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 w6 iw6
)}
,
2) −
=
S123 := G˜ ·
{(
0 z2 z3 z4 z5 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 w6 −iw6
)}
,
3) +
=
S132 := G˜ ·
{(
0 z2 z3 0 0 z6 z7
0 0 0 w4 iw4 0 0
)}
,
4) −
=
S132 := G˜ ·
{(
0 z2 z3 0 0 z6 z7
0 0 0 w4 −iw4 0 0
)}
,
5) +
=
S231 := G˜ ·
{(
0 0 0 z4 z5 z6 z7
0 w2 iw2 0 0 0 0
)}
,
6) −
=
S231 := G˜ ·
{(
0 0 0 z4 z5 z6 z7
0 w2 −iw2 0 0 0 0
)}
,
(3.51)
and
7)
=
S123 := G˜ ·
{(
0 z2 z3 z4 z5 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 w6 w7
)}
,
8)
=
S132 := G˜ ·
{(
0 z2 z3 0 0 z6 z7
0 0 0 w4 w5 0 0
)}
,
9)
=
S231 := G˜ ·
{(
0 0 0 z4 z5 z6 z7
0 w2 w3 0 0 0 0
)}
.
(3.52)
Theorem 3.4 The strata listed in (3.51) and (3.52) intersect the submanifold N(Ω)
and their intersections are such that, dim
(=
Sαβγ ∩N(Ω)
)
= 0. Moreover, each of the
quotients
( =
Sαβγ ∩N(Ω)
)
/G˜ describes a point on Z6(Ω) and we have
1)
=
S123 ∩N(Ω) is formed by
+
=
S123 ∩N(Ω) and
−
=
S123 ∩N(Ω),
2)
=
S132 ∩N(Ω) is formed by
+
=
S132 ∩N(Ω) and
−
=
S132 ∩N(Ω),
3)
=
S231 ∩N(Ω) is formed by
+
=
S231 ∩N(Ω) and
−
=
S231 ∩N(Ω).
(3.53)
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Proof . The moment maps equations, relative to Sp(1) and T 2Ω, on the strata listed in
(3.52), up to a sign, become
T 2Ω ⇒
{
p1Im(z2z3) + p2Im(z4z5) + p3Im(w6w7) = 0,
q1Im(z2z3) + q2Im(z4z5) + q3Im(w6w7) = 0,
and
Sp(1) ⇒

|z2|
2 + |z3|
2 + |z4|
2 + |z5|
2 − |w6|
2 − |w7|
2 = 0,
(z2)
2 + (z3)
2 + (z4)
2 + (z5)
2 = 0,
(w6)
2 + (w7)
2 = 0,
(3.54)
and the sphere equation has to be added
|z2|
2 + |z3|
2 + |z4|
2 + |z5|
2 + |w6|
2 + |w7|
2 = 1. (3.55)
In the following we use often the notation introduced in (3.54), for the Sp(1) and T 2Ω
moment map equations. By combining the equations (3.54) and (3.55) we get that{
|w6|
2 + |w7|
2 = 1,
(w6)
2 + (w7)
2 = 0,
(3.56)
that is, w7 = ±iw6. As a direct consequence, we can rewrite the equations in (3.54) as
T 2Ω ⇒
{
p1Im(z2z3) + p2Im(z4z5)± 2p3|w6|
2 = 0,
q1Im(z2z3) + q2Im(z4z5)± 2q3|w6|
2 = 0,
and
Sp(1) ⇒
{
|z2|
2 + |z3|
2 + |z4|
2 + |z5|
2 − 2|w6|
2 = 0,
(z2)
2 + (z3)
2 + (z4)
2 + (z5)
2 = 0.
(3.57)
Then, a direct computation shows that these equations describe the same submanifold
generated by the intersection of the strata in (3.51) with N(Ω). We get
dim
(=
Sαβγ ∩N(Ω)
)
= dim
(
±
=
Sαβγ ∩N(Ω)
)
= 6. (3.58)
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Hence dim
(( =
Sαβγ ∩N(Ω)
)
/G˜
)
= dim
(
±
=
Sαβγ ∩N(Ω)/G˜
)
= 0, that is, each of the strata
in (3.51) and (3.52) describes exactly a point on the twistor level. Since the strata in
(3.51) are naturally included in those in (3.52), it follows that they produce the same
points on Z6(Ω). 
3.2 The 3−Sasakian Orbifolds M7(Ω)
As already mentioned in chapter two, in order to describe the singularities relative to
the quaternion-Ka¨hler orbifold O4(Ω), we study the singular locus of the 3−Sasakian
orbifold M7(Ω) and those one of Z6(Ω). If we assume the hyphoteses of lemma 3.2, in
particular gcd(∆12,∆13,∆23) = ±1, we have that the action of Sp(1)× T
2
Ω on
N(Ω) ∩ {u1 6= 0} is free, then the singularities on M
7(Ω) come from the action of
Sp(1)× T 2Ω on N(Ω) ∩ {u1 = 0}. Let us rewrite the fixed point equation (3.8) as
follows:
M˜α:=︷ ︸︸ ︷
0 −σ −sin ωα cos ωα − ǫ
−σ 0 cos ωα − ǫ sin ωα
−sin ωα cos ωα − ǫ 0 σ
cos ωα − ǫ sin ωα σ 0


z2α
z2α+1
w2α
w2α+1
 =

0
0
0
0
 , (3.59)
where α ∈ {1, 2, 3}. The following results hold
Lemma 3.8 For each α ∈ {1, 2, 3}, the matrix M˜α in (3.59) is such that det M˜α = 0 if
and only if it holds either
eiθα = Re(ǫ) + i
√
Im(ǫ)2 + |σ|2 or e−iθα = Re(ǫ) + i
√
Im(ǫ)2 + |σ|2. (3.60)
Proposition 3.6 The solutions (z, w) of the eigenvalues problem in (3.60) are such
that their quaternionic pairs are either contained in one of the following G-invariant
sets V˜ α1 and V˜
α
2 .
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1) If eiθα = Re(ǫ) + i
√
Im2(ǫ) + |σ|2, then we have : V˜ α1 := {z2α, z2α+1 ∈ C |
(z2α, z2α+1,
eiδ
(
− z2α+1 + iz2α cos ϕ
)
sinϕ
,
eiδ
(
z2α + iz2α+1 cos ϕ
)
sinϕ
) ∈ C4},
2) If e−iθα = Re(ǫ) + i
√
Im2(ǫ) + |σ|2, then we have : V˜ α2 := {z2α, z2α+1 ∈ C |
(z2α, z2α+1,−
eiδ
(
z2α+1 + iz2α cos ϕ
)
sinϕ
,
eiδ
(
z2α − iz2α+1 cos ϕ
)
sinϕ
) ∈ C4},
(3.61)
where ǫ = cos θ + i(sin θcos ϕ), σ = sin θsinϕcos δ + i(sin θsinϕsin δ) =
sin θsinϕeiδ and sinϕ 6= 0.
The proofs parallel those of lemma 2.6 and proposition 2.9. Moreover, we have the
next proposition
Proposition 3.7 Consider the action of G on H7. Then it holds that the singularities
relative to M7(Ω) comes from the intersection of N(Ω) with the following strata on H7:
1) S123 :=
{(
0 z2 z3 z4 z5 z6 z7
0 w˜2 w˜3 w˜4 w˜5 w˜6 w˜7
)}
,
2) S123 :=
{(
0 z2 z3 z4 z5 z6 z7
0 w˜2 w˜3 w˜4 w˜5
≈
w6
≈
w7
)}
,
3) S132 :=
{(
0 z2 z3 z4 z5 z6 z7
0 w˜2 w˜3
≈
w4
≈
w5 w˜6 w˜7
)}
,
4) S231 :=
{(
0 z2 z3 z4 z5 z6 z7
0
≈
w2
≈
w3 w˜4 w˜5 w˜6 w˜7
)}
,
5) S123 :=
{(
0 z2 z3 z4 z5 z6 z7
0 w˜2 w˜3
≈
w4
≈
w5
≈
w6
≈
w7
)}
,
6) S213 :=
{(
0 z2 z3 z4 z5 z6 z7
0
≈
w2
≈
w3 w˜4 w˜5
≈
w6
≈
w7
)}
,
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7) S312 :=
{(
0 z2 z3 z4 z5 z6 z7
0
≈
w2
≈
w3
≈
w4
≈
w5 w˜6 w˜7
)}
,
8) S123 :=
{(
0 z2 z3 z4 z5 z6 z7
0
≈
w2
≈
w3
≈
w4
≈
w5
≈
w6
≈
w7
)}
.
(3.62)
where (w˜2α, w˜2α+1) := (
eiδ
(
−z2α+1+iz2α cos ϕ
)
sinϕ
,
eiδ
(
z2α+iz2α+1 cos ϕ
)
sinϕ
)} and (
≈
w2α,
≈
w2α+1) := (
eiδ
(
−z2α+1−iz2α cos ϕ
)
sinϕ
,
eiδ
(
z2α−iz2α+1 cos ϕ
)
sinϕ
)} with sinϕ 6= 0.
Remark3.4 By substituting the condition eiθα = Re(ǫ) + i
√
Im(ǫ)2 + |σ|2 in
equations (3.59), as solutions we get exactly {(z2α, z2α+1, w˜2α, w˜2α+1)}. Instead, by
substituting in the equations (3.59) the condition e−iθα = Re(ǫ) + i
√
Im(ǫ)2 + |σ|2, as
solutions we obtain {(z2α, z2α+1,
≈
w2α,
≈
w2α+1)}. Then, by using together the relations
(3.60) and the fixed point equations (2.11) in [9], it follows that the fixed point
equations for the points in the strata (3.62) become
ei(θ1±θ2) = 1,
ei(θ1±θ3) = 1,
e±iθ1 = Re(ǫ) + i
√
Im(ǫ)2 + |σ|2,
iRe(ǫ) + jσ = sin θ1(u3u2−u2u3)
|u2|2+|u3|2
,
(3.63)
and the determinat associated to the subsystem of the first two equations coincides
with one of the determinants 1±21±3. 
Now, by using the computations we have done in chapter 2 with respect to the
3−Sasakian manifold M7(Θ), we can compute the moment map equations for the
subgroups T 2Ω and Sp(1) on the strata listed in (3.62). Then we get:
Proposition 3.8 Let us consider the G−strata S of H7 listed in (3.62). Then, each of
the singular G−strata S˜ = S ∩N(Ω) ⊂ N(Ω) gives rise a singular point on the 3−
Sasakian orbifold M7(Ω).
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Proof . Note that the strata S123 , S
13
2 , S
23
4 , S
1
23, S
2
13 and S
3
12 can be treated in the same
way. Then, without loss of generality, we deal with the case of S123 and we get
Sp(1) ⇒

2
∑2
α=1 Im(z2αz2α+1) + cos ϕ
(∑2
α=1(|z2α|
2 + |z2α+1|
2)
)
= 0,∑2
α=1
(
(z2α)
2 + (z2α+1)
2
))
= 0,
(z6)
2 + (z7)
2 = 0.
cos ϕ = Im(z6z7)
|z6|2+|z7|2
.
(3.64)
The moment map equations of the 2−torus T 2Ω become
T 2Ω ⇒

∑2
α=1 pα
(
2Im(z2α+1z2α) + (|z2α|
2 + |z2α+1|
2)cos ϕ
)
= 0,∑2
α=1 qα
(
2Im(z2α+1z2α) + (|z2α−1|
2 + |z2α+1|
2)cos ϕ
)
= 0,
Im(z6z7) + (|z6|
2 + |z7|
2)cos ϕ = 0,
(3.65)
and
T 2Ω ⇒

∑2
α=1 pα
(
(z2α)
2 + (z2α+1)
2
)
= 0,∑2
α=1 qα
(
(z2α)
2 + (z2α+1)
2
)
= 0,
(z6)
2 + (z7)
2 = 0.
(3.66)
For each of the two system of equations in (3.65) and (3.66), consider the subsystem
given by the first three equations. These two subsystems have the same matrix of
coefficients, whose determinant is ∆12 6= 0. Then
2Im(z2αz2α+1) + (|z2α|
2 + |z2α+1|
2)cos ϕ = 0, α ∈ {1, 2, 3} (3.67)
that is
cos ϕ =
2Im(z2αz2α+1)
|z2α|2 + |z2α+1|2
, (3.68)
and
(z2α)
2 + (z2α+1)
2 = 0, (3.69)
where α ∈ {1, 2, 3}. In particular it holds that dim
((
S123 ∩N(Ω)
)
/G
)
= 0, that is, the
stratum S123 yields one singular point on the orbifolds M
7(Ω). In order to study the
cases S123, S123, we can consider just one of them. Consider S
123. Then the fixed point
equations become
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Sp(1) ⇒
{ ∑3
α=1
(
2Im(z2αz2α+1) + cos ϕ(|z2α|
2 + |z2α+1|
2)
)
= 0,∑3
α=1
(
(z2α)
2 + (z2α+1)
2
))
= 0.
(3.70)
For the T 3Ω in (2.118) becomes
T 3Ω ⇒

∑3
α=1 pα
(
2Im(z2α+1z2α) + (|z2α|
2 + |z2α+1|
2)cos ϕ
)
= 0,∑3
α=1 qα
(
2Im(z2α+1z2α) + (|z2α−1|
2 + |z2α+1|
2)cos ϕ
)
= 0,∑3
α=1 pα
(
(z2α)
2 + (z2α+1)
2
)
= 0,∑3
α=1 qα
(
(z2α)
2 + (z2α+1)
2
)
= 0,
(3.71)
Also in this case dim
((
S123 ∩N(Ω)
)
/G
)
= 0, that is, each of the strata S123 and S123
yields a singular point on the orbifolds M7(Ω). 
3.3 Directions of future research
Here, we give a list of the next natural steps in order to improve this work:
(a) First, it would be interesting to compute some topological invariants,
(b) describe locally some of these metrics as solutions of the SU(∞) Toda lattice
equation [31],
(c) give a classification of this new orbifold’s family as the one in the toric case.
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